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In Our 944h Year

Member-of-Associated Press

_Agent Reports
Boom In Soybeans Here

Impeachment On
Lips of Many in Wake
Of Prosecutor Firing
WASHINGTON (API — Impeachment of the President, an
almost unthinkable alternative
a few days ago, is suddenly a
war cry for some and on the
lips of many after the weekend
firing of special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox.
Members of Congress, away
from Washington for the Veterans Day holiday, expressed
shock and dismay at the rapidfire developments that left
President Nixon in legal limbo
and the attorney general and
his deputy out of their jobs.
At least 28 members of the
House, where impeachment
proceedings must begin, supported initiation of steps to remove Nixon from office. Most
were liberal Democrats, but
dozens of others in both House
and Senate, including some
ranking Republicans, said impeachment would now be given
serious consideration.

The first formal steps are expected to come Tuesday when
Congress returns from the long
weekend. Several impeachment
resolutions are likely to be introduced, and Chairman Peter
W. Rodin° Jr. of the House
Judiciary Committee will be
asked to launch an inquiry to
determine if grounds for impeachment exist.
White House aides Melvin R.
Laird and J. Fred Buzhardt
sought to dismiss the talk, predicting that Congress would
await the outcome of a White
House compromise plan to release partial transcripts of Watergate-related tape recordings
authenticated by a senior senator.
It was that plan that precipitated the latest Watergate
crisis when special prosecutor
Archibald Cox rejected it, saying a summary could not be
used as evidence in court and

his acceptance would block further efforts to obtain White
House documents he needs to
make his case.
President Nixon then ordered
Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson
to fire his special prosecutor,
and Richardson resigned rather
than comply. The job fell to
Richardson's deputy, William
D. Ruckelshaus, who also refused and was fired.
Solicitor General Robert H.
Bork, No. 3 in command at the
Justice Department, thus became acting attorney general
and fired Cox. The Watergate
special prosecution force was
dissolved.
Nixon is under federal court
order to surrender the tapes to
U.S. District Judge Jahn J. Silira for the judge's inspection
and decision on whether to turn
them over to a grand jury as
evidence. Sirica's order was up(See Nixon, Page 8)

State Spokesmen-for Both Parties
Surprised At Firing of Prosecutor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP o —
Kentucky spokesmen for both
major political parties expressed concern and surprise
over the weekend at President
Nixon's firing of Watergate
Prosecutor Archibald Cox and
Deputy Atty. Gen. William
Ruckelshaus and the resignation of Atty. Gen. Elliot Richardson. And at least one major
newspaper called for the start
of impeachment proceedings,.
The Courier-Journal, in an
editorial in today's editions,
said it is "now clear that Congress has exhausted all excuses
for further delay on the issue of
impeachment."
The newspaper added: "What
we are witnessing now is not
leadership or attempts to re-.
store national unity at a time of
global danger, but desperate
thrashings by a man who talks
of preserving the constitutional
separation of powers while displaying total contempt for the
other branches of government
and, thus, for the people of the
United States.
The Courier-Journal said Nixon's actions in firing Cox and
Deputy Atty. Gen. William

Ruckelshaus "has now left Congress no reasonable alternative" to beginning impeachment proceedings.
Meanwhile, state Republican
Chairman Charles Coy of Richmond said he was "deeply concerned" about the matter; adding: "I suppose that my concern is more as a lawyer rather than as party chairman I
don't think I'm looking at it
-wholly as a political matter,
but rather as a legal one. It
seems to me that the biggest
problem is the one raised by
there being now a judgment of
a court which is no longer appealable that orders the President to make the 'secret ) tapes
available to a grand jury."

Veterans Day
Parade Nixed
A Veterans Day parade,
scheduled for today in Murray,
has been cancelled according to
Ray Folsom of the sponsoring
American Legion Post 73.
Folsom said that the Post was
unable to secure appropriate
marching units for the parade
and that they had decided to
cancel the ceremony for this
year.

WEATHER
FORECAST
Fair and cool tonight, low in
the low and mid 40s. Tuesday
sunny and a little warmer, high
around 80. Fair and a little
warmer Wednesday

Coy said he believed discussion of impeachment is a
"natural result of the things
that have gone before on the
part of some people.
"There is a certain segment
that is talking about impeachment. It is interesting that the
whole controversy is a result of
the President having tried to
solve the problem," he added.
At Louisville, the board of directors of the Kentucky Civil
liberties Union voted to send
copies of an American Civil
Liberties Union resolution calling for impeachment of the
President to each of Kentucky's
seven U.S. congressmen.
Rep. Romano Mazzoli, D-Ky.,
(See Spokesmen, Page 11)

Mrs. Talent Named 1973'Woman
Of The Year' by The B&PW Club
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
have selected Madelle Talent as
the 1973 Woman of the Year.
This announcement was made
at the annual prayer breakfast
Sunday, October 21, at the
Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Talent was presented
with the "Woman Of The Year"
guard pin by Annie Nance,
chairman of National Business
Women's Week.
Mrs. Talent has been a
member of the Murray Club for
several years and has served as
secretary and treasurer and
chairman of many committees.
She is now serving as vice
president, chairman of the
program committee and editor
of "The Echo," the Murray
club's newsletter.
woman
honored
The
graduated from Highland Park
High School, Highland Park,
Mich., and from a Business
College in Michigan. She has
continued her education with
the Dale Carnegie course and
Medical Records courses. She is
now secretary in the Nursing
Department of Murray State
University.
Mrs. Talent is an active
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County agent Ted Howard has
reported a "phenomenal
boom," in Calloway County
soybeans this year, with
soybean acreage up about 4,000
acres this year.
"We have about 50,000 acres
of beans this season," he said.
"Last year there were approximately 46,000 acres," he
added.
MICHAEL SHELTON
...Receives Award

Local Youth Named
'American Farmer'
KANSAS CITY, MO. —
Michael Shelton of Farmington
received the American Farmer
Degree at special ceremonies
held during the 46th National
Convention of the Future
Farmers of America, in Kansas
City, Mo. He was one of 564 FFA
members selected to -receive
the American Farmer Degree,
highest degree of membership
in the FFA. As a holder of the
American Farmer Degree, he
group
select
a
joins
representing about one percent
of all FFA members.
Michael is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Holland Shelton of Farmington. Shelton is married and
lives at Route 7, Murray, Ky.
The American Farmer
Degree is presented only by the
National Organization of the
Future Farmers of America to
members who have demonstrated exceptional agricultural

and leadership ability. State
PFA Associations are permitted to submit candidates for
the American Farmer Degree
based on total FFA membership in the state. The 564
the
awarded
members
American Farmer 'Degree
highest
represent -. the
achievement of more than
448,000 FFA members now
enrolled in the nation's 7,798
vocational
school
high
agriculture departments.
FFA members begin as
"Greenhands" and after one
year of membership may be
advanced by the local chapter
to .the degree of "Chapter
Farmer." The third degree,
that of "State Farmer," is
oresented by the State FFA
-Association and is limited to no
more than two percent of the
State's FFA membership in any
(See Shelton, Page II)

County Fire Unit Called
To House and Car Sunday
The Calloway County FireRescue unit responded to two
fire calls Sunday, an automobile
fire, and a fire at an abandoned
house.
A spokesman for the rescue
squad, Ed Jennings, said.
the squad received the caU
to the car fire at 3:20 p.m.
Sunday. The car, a 1967 model
belonging to Robert Mason,
Route 1, Almo, was reported on
fire on highway 641, just north
of Wiggins Furniture.
Jennings said that the motor
of the car had burned up and the
remainder of the vehicle
ignited, totally destroying the
car.
The house call came at 10
p.m. Sunday to an abandoned
house north of the Cherry

community. The
Corner
abandoned house, belonging to
Cody Caldwell, was destroyed
in the blaze.
Mrs. Alonzo Forrest a neighbor, reported the fire to the
Fire-Rescue unit.
Intik* indented untisiiim
was suspected as the cause of
the blaze.

The local agent said that the
"wonder crop" is having a
phenomenal boom here and
explained that "six years ago,
Calloway County had about
1,000 acres of soybeans." He
added that despite several
threats to the crop by weather
and parasites, "the beans here
have not been hurt appreciably
except for some dry weather
damage."
The local picture agrees with
the
of
forecasts
area
agriculture outlook; despite
nsing
._production costs, bad
weather, and the rising costs of
labor, the area agriculture
outlook is expected to be
healthy.
Massive rains last spring
together with higher costs have
sent grain prices up and yields

down. Therefore, many farmers
turned to soybeans, which
require comparatively little
labor.
Soybeans are now going for
just over $5 a bushel after
soaring to an astounding $11
earlier in the season. Previous
years have seen $3 per bushel
prices on beans. - -- Howard estimated that the
soybean yield in this county
should near 24 bushels an acre,
or about four or five bushels
below last year's yield.
"Because of higher prices
anticipated for beans and lower
labor costs, beans are pulling
most all farm crop prices
year.. but
this
higher
production costs are rising also,
putting most farmers in a
pinch," Howard said.
Other agricultural products
are experiencing shortages due
to the increased popularity of
soybeans. Calloway and Graves
counties are the leactinu
fired tobacco market areas in
West Kentucky, and Calloway
County's 1,150 acres of dark leaf
reflects a drop of about :500
acres from last year. The
Calloway allotment is 3,000
acres, according to Howard.

"This is a drastic drop," he
said. Howard blamed the
decline on the influence of
soybeans and rising labor costs.
"Tobacco prices are not going
to be as good as they should be,"
he said, noting that about 4'-1 to
five million pounds of tobacco is
expected to be harYested this
year.
The local agent said that price
supports on burley this season is
$78 a hundredweight, or about
$4 higher than last year. Support prices on dark-fired or firecuring tobacco has not been set
yet, according to Holmes Ellis,
general manager of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association of Murray.
Ellis predicts total tobacco
acreage to be down about 25 per
cent this year, largely because
of underplanting. About 7
million pounds of tobacco
was harvested last season.
Howard predicted corn yields
to be good this year locally,
saying "We have abbut 9,000
acres out this ygar which is
down about 2,006-acres." Corn
prices now are averaging about
$2.25 a bushel. Last year's
average price was around $1.25.

Symbolism To Be Prominent
In Inaugural At Murray State
Symbolism, some of it dating
back a thousand years to the
first university inaugural
ceremony, will be prominent in
the formal installation of Dr.
Constantine W. Curris as the
sixth president of Murray State
University Nov. 12.
Reflecting one of the earliest
traditions on the campus will be
the use of the school crest—a
shield insignia circumscribing
three stars—on the university
flag and the presidential
medallion.
Another symbol that will be
evident is the mace, signifying
order and authority, which will
be carried at the head of the
academic procession.
shield
modificitkin of
from the coat of arms of the
Scottish family of Murray, the

shield emblem was adopted as
the
during
crest
the
presidency of Dr. John W. Carr
on May 9, 1924, during the first
year of classes on the campus.
Almost overnight it became a
focal point for the development
of school spirit. All the early
structures on the campus bear
some form of-that basic design.
Preservation of the shield
insignia was further assured
when the school yearbook was
The
named -The Shield."
inaugural volume in 1925
described the three stars in the
crest as signifying- hope, endeavor and achievement.
Other symbols to be used on
that occasion are -as traditional
as 'the -inaugural ceremony
itself, which originated during
the rise of the University of

Education Group To
Hear KEA Speaker
At Murray High

Mrs. Middle Talent
"Woman of the Year"
member of the First Baptist
Church and the Kathleen Jones
missionary group. She is the
daughter of Mrs. C.M. Cathey
and the late Mr. Cathey. Her
children are Ronald Talent and
Mrs. Kenneth (Genie) Lamb of
Murray and Mrs. Dale (Carmerita ) Meinert of Lone Wolf,
Oklahoma. Her grandchildren
are Rodney Lamb, Elizabeth
and Ben Meinert.

Lyndle Barnes of Louisville,
Legislative representative for
the
Education
Kentucky
Association, will speak at the
meeting of the Murray
Education Association on
Wednesday, October 24, at the
Murray High School cafeteria.
A social hour will start at
seven p.m. and Barnes is
scheduled to speak at 7:30 p.m.
the
discuss
will
He
"Educational Concerns in the
1974 Legislature."
All interested persons are
invited to attend, said Mrs.
Peggy Brown, president, and
Mrs. Sally Crass, vicechairman.

Bologna. The flag, medallion
and mace represent generally
the power and authority of the
office of president during the
investiture ceremony.
The university's official flag
has an old gold background
emblazoned with a royal blue
shield with gold stars and the
name of the university inscribed beneath the shield in
royal blue. The head of the staff
represents the head of a
Thoroughbred, a symbol of the
school's athletic teams.
Originally used in warfare
during the time of the Crusades,
by inflags now are used
stitutions for processions and
decorative purposes at coneneation.s,commencements and
other formal gatherings, with
the school standard subordinate
to the national and state banners.
When the medallion is placed
around Curris' neck by H. Glenn
Doran of Murray, chairman of
the Murray State board of
regents, it will signify the
formal installation of the 32year-old educator who actually
assumed his duties Sept. 15.
Made of bronze and finished
in silver, the medallion is three
inches in diameter. Supported
by a bluenticiffald ribbon, it is to
be worn by the president over
his gown for all official
academic ceremonies
A personal memento for the
(See Inaugural Page lOt

If You Miss
Your Paper

HOMECOMING FINALISTS—One of these five pretty coeds at Murray, State University will be
crowned 1973 Homecoming Queen at the pre-game ceremonies of the football game between host
Murray State and Ohio Valley Conference rival Eastern Kentucky University on Homecoming Day
Oct. 27. Shown (left to right) are: Debbie Cathey, Murray, junior; Vicki Derickson, Chester, Ill.,
junior; Qui Nguyen, Saigon, South Vietnam, freshman; Donna Geurin, Boonville, Ind., freshman;
and Susie Carter, Arlington, junior. During the ceremony Dr. Constantine Curris, Murray State
president, will present the crown to the queen selected by members of the Racer football team.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Ledger 81 Tirnes city
subscribers who have not
received delivery of their
newspaper by 5:30 p.m. are
urged to report the nondelivery of the paper to
their route carrier. If the
carrier cannot be reached,
call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. for
delivery of the newspaper

Israel and Egypt Accept Cease-Fire Resolution Today
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israel and Egypt accepted a
United Nations resolution call-,
ing for an in-plate Middle East
cease-fire today as the first
step toward ending the Arab4sraeli war.
High Sources in Amman said
that Jordan also would abide
by the Security Council appeal
for a halt to the fighting after
17 days of the fourth Middle
East conflict since 1948.
The Syrians kept silent but

were expected 4o follow Cairo's
lead Iraq, the other major
Arab participant in the war,
announced its refusal to abide
by the U.N. resolution, but this
was, not ,exnected to affectAbe
truce efforts significantly
U.N. officials at first said the
cease-fire would start at 12:49
p.m. EDT. U.N headquarters
In New York later officially set
the start at 12:50 p.m That
would be 6:50 p.m. in the
Middle East.

I

But as the deadline ap- western side of the canal in an
proached, tough fighting was apparent attempt to push them
reported near the Golan back as far as possible before
Heights and on the western the cease-fire hour.
bank of the Suez Canal.
Cairo radio announced four
Syria said, ,its .troopp ,were
1frairs
before' ME---ttallhatfirt
locked in a fierce battle with
Israelis for control Of a strate- deadline that EgyptsuWaktirtair
gic position on Mt. Hermon fighting. The Israeli. agreed to
overlooking the Golan Heights the U.N. propose, hones earlier
in a statement Ended from Tel
ba ttlground.
to
Cairo said Egyptian infantry Aviv. But both sides objected
and tanks were attacking the proposals in the U.N. resolution
Israeli invasion force on the dealing with the steps to be

•

taken for permanent settle- Council truce resolution, sponsored by Russia and the United
Ant.
Secretary if State Henry A. States. The Iraquis cited a polKissinger, meanwhile, flew into icy of "refusing negotiations,
Israel for talks with Premier peace and recognition of the
Golda Mem on the cease-fire enemy." But their refusal was
*&al he Worked out iirfilostow net vsepaoted <treaties* ta alter
- aver,Th reaftend with- Soviet' ,:theivalitery.situation,
'Me immediate test appeared
Communist party leader Leonid
to be whether the Egyptian.
I. Brezhnev.
Iraq, which has troops, tanks Syrian and Israeli forces, enand planes fighting with Syria. gaged in a bitter war since Oct.
said over Baghdad radio it 6, could now stop fighting. The
would not accept the Security Israelis have taken more Syr'

ian territory than they held beforafthe war started, and a
chunN Of Egyptian territory
west of the Slier Canal. The
Egyptians having recaptured
some of the Sinai peninsula ,ocamend by 4.trael since
— -"President Anwar).tsadat. as
supreme commander of the
armed forces, has ordered the
General Command to cease fire
at the deadline set by the U.N.
Security Council, provided the
enemy abides by it," Cairo ra-

aio said.
The Israeli government announcement accepting the call
also set conditions, insisting Israel would continue its refusal
to. withdraw from the JordaP1Bas• Spjao . arid F4YPC1441:
lands ,captured in 1967 unless
the Arabs agree to a peace
treaty
The Security Council truce
resolution was adopted early toSee Mideast, Page
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meet at the home of Mrs. Nola
Lewis at 7:30 p.m.
The Zeta Department of the
Woman's Club will
Murray
7:30
at
meet at the club house
Monday, October 22
meet at the club house at 7:30
Lloyd
Mesdames
with
p.m.
School
High
Calloway County
N.T. p.m. with Dr. C.S. Lowry, as
Beta Club will have its initiation Boyd, Harold Beaman,
Broach as speaker. Hostesses will be
for over sixty new members at Beal, and Miss Beth
Mesdames A.D. Wallace, Henry
hostesm
p.m.
seven
the school at
Fulton, Vernon fttier; Glen
Hodges and Henry Holton.
Weight control classes at ten
Tuesday, October 23
the
the
at
of
p.m.
Board
seven
and
a.m.
The Executive
Baptist Women of Kirksey
Calloway County Health Center Kirksey PTA will meet at the
Church will have a
Baptist
will hold their last regular home of Mrs. Elvin Crouse at
mission study at 6:30p.m. at the
and
today
meetings
weekly
1:30 p.m.
church.
tonight.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will have a
Baptist
River
Blood
hospitality hour to honor
Association WMU will meet at
volunteer workers at the
Grace Baptist Church, Murray
Murray-Calloway County
meet
will
Club
Murray TOPS
at seven p.m.
Hospital
from 8:30 a.m. to 12
seven
at the Health Center at
noon.
p.m.

Creative Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 9:30
a.m. with Mesdames Thomas
Brown, A.W. Russell, Robert
Hopkins, Albert Koertner, and
James Garrison as hostesses.
Calloway County Democratic
Women's Club will meet at the
Calloway County court room at
eight p.m.

Community Continuing
Nursing Education meeting,
sponsored by the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, will
be at seven p.m. in the hospital
with
room
conference
Dr.Richard Cunningham as
speaker.
Church History Series by Fr.
Richard Danhauer will be held
by St. Leo's Catholic Church at
Gleason Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, October 21
Banquet will be held at seven
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House by the Business and
Professional Women's Club
with Joaquin Seltzer of Paducah
as speaker.
Sunday, October 28
Tea for members of the
Business and Professional
Women's Club will be held at
the home of Mrs. Vernon Nance,
1229 Dogwood, from two to five
p.m.

Catsup
from
scratch

Catchup, catsup, ketchup.
No matter how you sbell it,
tomato catsup is still a
IlavorIavonte that adds extra
zcst to hamburgers, hot dogs,
french fries, meat loaf and
many other foods.
Tomato catsup is made
from the pulp and Juice of red
ripe tomatoes, cooked in specially designed equipment. It
is flavored with sugar, salt,
vinegar, spices, and sometimes onion and garlic.
The flavor and goodness of
fine catsup depends on the
quality of the tomato pulp
used, plus the selection and
quality of spices added. The
thickness of bottled catsup is
also an important part of its
character, for it should.be neither too thick nor too thin.
Thus, the control of the consistency is important, and requires care and experience!
Makers of tomato catsup
may use the USDA grade
standards as guides to quality The USDA grade standards • are based on color, defeL:ts, consistency, concentranun and freedom from defcc*.s.

The Murray State Dames
Club will meet in the Student
Union Building at seven p.m.
The WMU Council of the First
Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Edgar Shirely at
1:30 p.m.

JESt'S
CHRIST
SUPERSTAR

Current Missions Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home 51 Mrs. Lottie
Bowden, 1213 Peggy Ann Drive,
at two p.m.
Wednesday, October 24
Business and Ptofessional
Women's Club will have
friendship luncheon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
from eleven a.m. to one p.m.
MSU Women's Bicycle Interest Group will meet at the
home of Dee Ann Umar, 806
South 17th, at 10:30 a.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Thursday, October 25
The Acteens of the Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Cindy Johnson at seven
p.m.

Chapter,
Murray
The
Secretaries
National
Association (International),
held its monthly meeting on
Monday, October 15, at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray at 7:30 p.m.
Faye Wells, chairman of the
CPS and Education Service
committee, led a panel
discussion on the CPS exam
which is given each year. Guest
panel members were:Isabelle
Boston, CPS, a member of the
Certifying
for
Institute
Secretaries; Norma Ivy,
president-elect of the Mayfield
Genevieve
chapter, and
Warren, past-president of the
Mayfield chapter. Virginia
Jarvis of Paducah, NSA Kentucky Division president, was
also a special guest.
CPS
two-day
The
examination is composed of six
parts. They are:
Relation—Environmental
ships in Business, which tests
the principles of human
relations and understanding of
self, peers, subordinates, and
superfors. It focuses on the
fundamentals of one's own
needs and motivations, nature
of conflict, problem solving
techniques, essentials of
comand
supervision
munication, leadership styles,
and understanding of the informal organization.
—Business and Public Policy
deals with the major elements
of business law involved in the
secretary's daily work, parand
contracts
ticularly
bailments, law of agency and
sales, Insurance, negotiable
instruments, and real property.
Public policy in the form of

FLORSHEIM
goes
for the
soft
New handstained
hzghlite finish
on luscious c4,i4in
(genuine leither
throughout!)
makeithis softie
an important
essential whatever
your situation
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Mr. and Mrs. Polk Tyler
Mr. and Mrs. Polk Tyler of Almo Route One will celebrate their
silver wedding anniversary with an open house at their home on
U.S. Highway 641, north of Almo Heights, on Sunday, October 28,
between the hours of two and five o'clock in the afternoon.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Tyler were married October 30, 1948, at the Hazel
Baptist Church with Rev. Charles Wilson officiating. Their attendants were Mrs. Ima Nell Crofford Burkeen and Hubert
Walker, cousin of Mr. Tyler.
Mrs. Tyler, the former Charlene Haley, is the daughter of
Charlie Haley of Almo Route and the late Mrs. Lena Chapman
Haley. Mr. Tyler is the son of Mrs. Lucille Henderson Pafford of
Paris, Tenn., and the late James William Tyler.
They have two sons, Terry Dale Tyler of Almo Route One, and
Ronnie Gene Tyler who lives with his parents, and one daughter,
Mrs. Donnie(Debbie Birdsong of Almo Route One.

*
*

*

He's a hard-time fast-tracker who's been where
it's mean. A grizzly with a sense of humor.
A wandering rebel, living off the land
by his wits and his fists.
-D
Now he's taking on his biggest run.
A challenge no one ever survived.
That's why he has to do IL

*
*
*
*
*
* LEE MARVIN

ERNEST BORGNINE

KEITH CARRADINE

EMPEROR

*
*
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CENTRAL

government regulatory
t('
legislation is also examined.
CINIMAS
FLICKS\
—Economics of Management
is divided into three subject
economics,
areas: applied
MURRAN LEDGER & TIMES
* CINEMA 1 * Ends THUR. 10:15
I
principles of management, and
ie.
elements of business operation.
The manage mist of personnel,
NV
AI
,P
I
finances, production, and
marketing is examined.
—Financial Analysis and the
Mathematics of Business. Basic
accounting procedures are
tested in this part. Financial
with the others and if they
By Mn. w. P. WILLIAMS
reports are analyzed and into be in a martially
happen
Although November is the
terpreted and numerical data
shaded spot may last on into
business month for planting tulips it June.
in
involved
management must be analyzed, would be wise to get your ground
There are several hybrid
ready now, while nice weather is
transformed, summarized, and
with us. After Nov. 1, the days varieites, such as the Greigii
interpreted.
are apt to be chilly and windy, that have stems only about eight
and
—Communications
work inches high but bloom with such
outdoor
making
Decision Making. This part is a unpleasant.
abandon that they can not be
performance test presented as
overlooked.
So dig the ground deeply,
an in-basket exercise. It involves establishing priorities, work some compost or peat
moss well into It and the biggest
describing actions to be
part of the work is done. When
the
on
and
specification
taken,
you put your bulb in the ground,
completion of jobs. Dictation set it approximately six or seven
and typewriting abilities are inches deep, with a handful of
necessary and skills are em- sand just under the bulb. This
ployed in editing, listening, provides easy drainage which is
composing, abstracting, no necessary.
1:37k acceptability,
1:
d fon w:
There is a wide variety from
and
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, Ky.
which to choose, but knowing
Editor: MIONA PURDOM
—Office Procedures tests the how tall each sort grows may
administrative know-how of the help in your choice. It makes a
secretary. It is concerned with pretty effect to have a round bed
the basic concepts of office of Mips with the tall ones in the
management broken down into center, graduating down to the
organization and control of tiny ones.
The Darwins are about as tall
clerical services, work simplifica t ion , information as any of them and perhaps
management, control of the bloom a little earlier than other
choice of colors is
work environment, and records varietes. The
*toe and the Darwins with their
management. A rudimental
rather square petals are quite a
familiarity with electronic data
stately flower. They are called
processing is also examined. the "Aristocrats of Tulipdom,"
Other areas of knowledge tested and deservedly so.
are secretarial planning,
Next come the Breeder, just a
communications media, bit lower in height and blooming
principles for writing original about the same time during the
business
communications, month of May. The petals are
library rounded and cup-like and the
mail,
handling
reference materials, executive bloom Itself is round, rather
travel, conferences
and tan squares off like the Darwin.
meetings, and duplication It, too, comes in a multitude of
colors most of them the darker
processes.
A short business session or more brilliant tones of purple,
followed the program. The bronze, blue, green and almost
secretary's and treasurer's black.
In the tulips whose stems are
reports were accepted. The
scholarship which will be not so tall, are the double, that
awarded to a Murray High looks almost like a peony, or the
School and Calloway County cluster, which has several
had
RESIDENTS CELEBRATING OCTOBER BIRTHDAYS
High School senior was named flowers on one stem. I have
that is
white
a
in
double
MAE BLAGG,Oct. 3; FLOIS HALE,Oct. 14; Standing: LUNIE WALDROP,
the
the Marye Alice Trotter
lovely and the cluster tulips
FARRIS, Oct. 4.
Memorial Scholarship.
lend themselves to making
God be praised,
Mrs. Trotter, who was a arrangements and have the
Antonio Stradivari has an eye that winces
charter member of the Murray added quality of keeping fresh a
at false work and loves the true.
Chapter,died Sept. 29 at Baptist long time.
And for my fame—when any master holds
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
I was about to leave out the
'twist chin and hand a violin of mine,
Tenn. She had been employed Cottage Tulips. These do not
He will be glad that Stradivari lived,
Darwins
the
of
height
2 years reach the
/
as Clerk-Typist III for 61
made violins, and made them of the best.
until illness forced her to and Breeders but are beautiful
in their lighter shades of yellow,
discontinue her duties.
I say not God Himself can make man's best
k as well
Members who attended the salmon and orange-pin
without best men to help Him....
white.
meeting were: Anna Ruth as
Tis God gives skill,
Parrott
the
are
Then there
t
Harris, president; Linda
But not without men's hands; He could not
Tulips, those weird looking
Farley, president-elect; Delma
make Antonio Stradivari's violins
feathery blossoms that are the
Trotter, vice-president; Bettye largest among all the tulips.
without Antonio.
Baker, recording secretary; They come in bright colors and
Wanda Hendon, treasurer; grow only about a foot high.
Sandra Adams, Iliva Grey they make an interesting
Yes, God has accomplished much through dedicated hands. Each and every resident at
Allbritten, Becky Armstrong, bouquet and are very beautiful.
FERN TERRACE has, in his own way, as God willed their lives, been another Antonio
Essie Bailey, Barbara Barnett,
Stradivari.
The Rembrandt tulips are the
Clarie Benton, Melva Hatcher, streaked and striped ones that
Annie Nance, Doris Rowland, add interest to your garden. The
How grateful we, the staff, are to be able to say; "These are our friends."
Frances Shea, Carol Sims. stems are tall and stout and
Virginia Strohecker, Anita some of them are quite
EDITORS THOUGHT FOR THE DAY:
Thomas, Faye Wells, and Beth spectacular.
A bystander approached a group of workers engtiged in building a church and asked one of
My favorite, I think, are the
Wilson.
them, "What are you doing?" The worker answered, "I'm laying brick." Another worker
was approached and the same question asked. The second wt1Pker replied, "I'm mixing
Three visitors who attended lily flowered with their pointed
in their effect
cement When the bystander approached a third worker and isked,"What are you &ling 7"
were: Jan Reagan Chase, Linda petals so regal
with colors so pure and
rpNy xxs. Trphiiiidinga Gatheictral 10 dedi,catim.10,the.41might4T Got", —
Oertar, •e;bA trioLle. -Hendrick. and
clear. Tfilly bloornIn lscaoug

775r and about

GARRETT

I BILLYTHE KID

FERN

41.0•• A

504 Main St. (Behind Peoples Bank)
* This Week's Special *

•-

-

GAZETTE TERRACE

•. ,

.

When building FERN TERRACE the workman didn't just "lay brick," or "mix cement."
Our workmen were engaged in, and finished the job of building COMFORT, CARE, CONVENIENCE,LOVE, COMPANIONSHIP,in short, a HOME for the senior citizens of this
area.
Remember, we are here if you need us!! Just give us a call, 753-7109
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Frances Drake
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Four Districts of the Business
and Professional Womens Club
met Saturday October 13, for
their annual Fall Round-up at
the Louie B. Nunn Lodge
Barren River State Resort
Park, I Jima, Kentucky.
The theme of the program
was "Challenge-You -The
Woman." The featured speaker
at the banquet was Osta Underwood, Nashville, Tenn., past
national president of the
national federation. Miss Underwood spoke on the Equal
.
Rights Arnmendrnent.
One hundred and seventy-one
ladies registered from the four
districts.
Members of the Murray
Business & Professional Club
attending were: Opal Roberts,
District Director of District I,
Rubye Pool, Jessie Shoemaker,
Betty Riley, Agnes McDaniel,
Laurine Doran, Helen Basil,
Betty Lou Hill, and Modell
Tallent

FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 23, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your °aro& is, accOnYng
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Your impulse to "get going"
should be checked until
associates are ready to join you.
Forcing matters will only lead
to dissension.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some difficulty in communication likely. Be especially
careful in what you tell another
:'confidentially." It could
boomerang.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
One of your ideas which
others might call visionary does
have some solid foundation, so
give it more thought and don't
let others discourage you.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
Some unprecedented
situations or unusual propositions indicated. Study well but
defer taking action until later in
the week.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
With further thought, you now
see possibilities in hitherto
barren areas of achievement so,
if you're in a mood to take a
chance, go ahead. Success
likely.

'VA

a mot,

n4,1-

480

12cg

Npt,

VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A day for flexibility. Don't
adhere rigidly to a course when
latest developments definitely
call for a change of policy.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Practical issues will.dernand
your complete attention.
There's a temptation to skip
details, but this could be costly.
Heed the voice .o(experience.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24. to Nov. 22) in,
Circumvent trouble, even if
you have to take the long way
around. Some persons could be
irritating now. Avoid them!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3°1
Operate
within
the
framework of a program that
will allow for some extra
responsibilities. This may
sound somewhat difficult, but it
will be essential.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Apply the brakes if you sense
By Abigail Van Buren
that you are overreaching,
DEAR ABBY: Another advice columnist keeps insisting
overshooting the mark. Don't
that homosexuals are "sick." 'She says: -Thousands of
try to follow a set pattern at all
homosexuals have written asking me where they can get
times: New trends often call for
straightened out so they must consider themselves twisted,
readjustments.
or they wouldn't be asking for help. Occasionally I hear
AQUARIUS
from homosexuals who are at peace with themselves, but
(Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
they are few and far between. I believe the majority of
If you have a problem to
homosexuals would be straight if they were really free to
solve, wait until early afternoon
choose."
when influences will be more
What say you, Dear Abby?
L. A. TIMES READER
propitious than in the a.m. It
may be better for you to modify
DEAR READER: I say if a heterosexual had been
your attitudes and demands.
raised to believe that his preference for the opposite sex
PISCES
was "sick," twisted, abominable, sinful, and a disgrace to
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
his family, he would ask for help on how to "straighten
Opponents to your policy may
himself out," too.
have a point or two. Try for
Homosexuality IS a problem becarse an unenlightened
clarification. Some differences
society has made it a problem, but I have received letters
can be avoided.
by the thousands I not Just "occasionally") from gay people
YOU BORN TODAY are
telling me that they wouldn't be straight If they had a
endowed
with
an
exchoice. All they ask is to be allowed to love in their own
traordinarily - well-balanced
way without facing the charge that they are "sick and
attitude toward life and a great
twisted."
sense of justice. In dealings of
I say, love and let love.
any sort, your appraisals are
astute
DEAR ABBY: I am a 57-year-old grandfather, happy in
and
you
show
remarkable clarity of vision.
a third marriage, Which, tho turbulent at times, has lasted
You can rise to great height.upo
for 18 years.
matter how humble your
I must comment on a letter you printed about this
beginnings yet, along the way,
virgin who married a widower and objected to sleeping in
often lack confidence in
the same bed in which he slept with his former wife, now
yourself and fear the criticism
deceased. So disturbed is she by the memories her husband
of others. Curb this trait. It only
must hay, of that bed, she disposes of it behind her husstands in your way. Your artband's back And YOU approved of her getting rid of the
istry and love of beauty are
bed! Both you and that new wife are out of your minds.
outstanding. Birthdate of:
What about the man himself? Were not his lips, his arms,
George Satntsbury, Eng.
and everything else also used in making love to his first
author, literary critie-MIT"
How can she kick this wonderful old love-filled bed out
into the street as used merchandise and yet sleep with the
man who is also used merchandise?
The logic of the female mind I shall never understand.
FRANK IN PHOENIX

--A1311,

Homosexuals aren't
sick; love and let love

00
sie

WINNERS IN the "Pollution" Poster contest held by the sixth grade class of New Concord
Elementary School were, left to right, first row, Karen Fitzhugh, first place, Bonnie Powers, second
place, and Joanne Greene, tying for third place with Debbie Claxton who is kneeling. On the second
row, left to right, are Bob Allen, principal, Mrs. Linda Patterson, seventh grade teacher, and Mac
Coleman, eighth grade teacher, who were judges for the event, Forty-five entries were in the contest.

Advertisement

LOSE A POUND A DAY AND MORE

New Vitamin 'E' Diet
Gives Fast Weight Loss
LDS ANGELES (Special) - tific combination of ingredients
New scientific discoveries have that quickly curbs and controls
now produced a Vitamin E diet the appetite, while also giving
that quickly works wonders on- the wondrous benefits of Vita.
overweight people, and report- min E which is so essential to
good
ediris-gaining great pop
loss
re
acr
ixo,ss
astheacountry with glowing
' The
dheal
use
eth.
of the new Vitamin
weight
E Diet tablets and foods pre"while still eating almost as scribed in the plan will, through
much as you want."
natural action, act to help your
Those who folios./ the simple body use up excess fat. AccordVitamin E diet report an aver- ing to recent clinical tests, a
age loss of at least a pound a person who is deficient in
day and even more withou
ouexercise or starvation. Nutrition- ble the speed of fat utilization"
1st, files are bulging with haPPY with the use of Vitamin E.
testimonials from formerly
E-DIET AVAILABLE
overweight people who are now
trim and slim again. Best of all,
To get a copy of this highly
you-cansiift eat almost as much successful diet and E Tablets,
as you want of the "forbidden send 85.00 for 10 day supply
foods" hke_steak. ekciser,i_ fish, (or $7.00 for 20 day supply or
sauces, gravies, bacon and $10.00 for 30 day supply) to;
eggs and still lose weight.
Diet-E, Box 48950, Biggs Sta.,
Chewable (candy-like) vita- L.A.,Cas.,2041to.(Unoonditkinal
min E tablets, as used In die money-back guarantee if not
diet plan, contain a new scien- satisfied).. In Calif. add 5%. tax.

DEAR FRANK: Move over. Freud admitted that he
couldn't understand it either. But I'll bet a lot of women
[Including this writer) understand it.
DEAR ABBY: May I answer "STUCK," regarding the
nervy couple who drop in at dinnertime regularly several
timed a week?
This happened to us, too, and here is how we handled
it: When they appeared at our door we said: "Come in-we
were just about to have dinner, but we weren't expecting
company. Make yourselves comfortable in the living room,
and we will join you AFTER dinner."
A few times of this treatment should-get theltietulage across to the "nervy" 4oup1e, and you'll soon-ba_las xny.
husband and I are] .
"UNSTUCK"

Florist
Let Her Know You Care I

I

Al
'1,11

CONFIDENTIAL TO N.C.: No one said it better than
Horace Mann: -Generosity during tile is a very different
thing from generosity in the hour of death, one proceeds
from genuine liberality and benevolence, the other from
pride or fear."

' •

•

Phone
753-3251

502 N. 4th

11.1.11.
ilataa16..ERICaite

Hate to write letters? Seed $1 to Abigail Van Bares.
122 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills. CaL $1112 for Abby's booklet.
"How to Write Letters for All Otionlikaw."

Murray, Ky.

Bicycling Group Has
Tour In The lilt
M S U Women's Society's
Bicycling Interest Group met
Wednesday for a six mile ride in
the Land Between the Lakes.
Bicycles were transported tn_
the intersection of 543 and the
Silver Trail. The group rode
from there to the Information
Center for a sack lunch and then
back to the starting place.
Those making the trip were
Betty Hassell, Shirely Grasty;
Kathy Burchfield, Wilma
Wilson, Peggy Hayden, Juanita
Osborn, and her little three
year old daughter, Jody, and
Pat Ryan, at whose home the
group met.
The group will meet next
week on Wednesday, October
24, at 10:30 a.m. at the home of
Dee Ann Umar, 806 S. 17th,
phone 753-7293.

For classic sportswear.
Just a hint of platform
on this up-front style,
stitched and tasseled.
_A comfortable _heel
and perfect fit make it
easy to•get-about, whether in
trousers or sporty skirts. /1.99
•

JAN IF.

life Stride.
.S1-iCtS

COOKING
IS FUN

dent at
Antonio

$19.99
GOLD ROSH

Colors
Grey Suede
Brown Suede

I one of
worker
mixing
doing?"
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•
•
•
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'SHOE STORE
* Open Friday Nights *

I
4

FAMILY DINNER
Potatoes
liver and Onions
Broccoli
Tomato Salad
Vanilla Peach Cream
VANILLA PEACH CREAM
Any leftover desserts will
keep in the refrigerator for a
few days.
1 ounces) vanii1 package ( 3.
la pudding and pie filling
1 container (8 ounces)
commercial sour cream
2 cups finely chopped fresh
or canned peaches
1 tablespoon pure vanilla
extract
Pr efial-rplid0frig a Cattaing 10'
package directions,- nebig only
tbi cups milk. Lightly cover
sarface With plastic.- wrap; cool.
Beat in sour cream until
smooth. Stir in peaches and vanilla. Chill until ready to serve.
Makes 6 to 8 servings.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Denial L. Boyd of Murray
Route Four has been a patient
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

'RALPH BAGLEY, Orlando, Fla., artist and teacher, left,
stands beside Mrs. Lewis Drake as she holds the oil sketch of Mrs.
Drake he completed while here teaching a series of five four-hour
lemons in charcoal and oil painting'before a class of 25 Murray
Art Guild members.

••
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PANT _SPECIAL

2 GROUPS

SPORTSWEAR
1A off
TOPS-PANTS-SKIRTS-VEST

Size 8-18
Reg. $14.00

$900
1 GROUP

1 GROUP

ivice0+4.40tVark

JR. DRESSES
1/3 Off
1 GROUP

MISSY

FALL
AtE

PANT SUITS
1/3 off
ONE GROUP

SHOES

PANT SUITS

Of

1/3 Off
SHOE SPECIAL I
$1333
II IPIL

Reg. $20.00

1

r-

$4"
BOOT CLOSE-OUT
$6"

EMS

LITTLETON'S ,
"The' iiiihirreirOw Store=s7a-Court Square

Murray, Ky.

Editorial

A Salute
To Our Veterans

4
) 2.1
I.14

I

Help Given

4410
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•
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Ten Years Ago Today
Copley News Se

• 'rite rrst Lutheran church service to be held in
Murray is set for October 27 at.410:30 a.m. at
Robertson Elementary School. Rev. Fred Voightman will deliver the sermon. Lt. Col. R. Dale Parker. son of Mr. and Mrs. R.R,
Parker of Murray Route Three, is one of the officers
• in Germany this week after being sent there as .an
observer for the "Big Lift " by the Armed Forces.
Boy Scout Troops 45 and 77 and Explorer Post 45 of
• Murray were among the more than 750 groups attending the Four Rivers Council Fall Camporee held
-By THE ASSOCIATED PRERF
at -the--Mayfield-FaitUrcitinds over The weekend
Americans already stunned
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Ray and Mrs. 0. L. Cain have
by tales of wiretapping and
returned home after a visit with their sister and
burglaries, of "dirty tricks"
daughter. Mrs. Theron Riley and family of and "plumbers units," found
Washington, D.C.
this weekend that the Water-

The vortex

Watergate Story Still Has
The Ability To Shock
“seek a

order why the respondent (Nixon) should not be
judged in contempt."
Rumors started flying. Atty.
Gen. Elliot L. Richardson was
ready to resign. Nixon was going to fire Cox.
Just before 8:30 p.m. EDT,
the rumors were confirmed.
- Nixon fired Cox and abolished the prosecutor's Watergate
task force. Richardson — who
appointed Cox — resigned rather than discharge him. Deputy
Atty. Gen. William D. Ruckelshaus also refused to fire Cox
and was, in turn, dismissed. Solicitor General Robert H. Bork
became acting attorney geRieral.
Presidential Press Secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler said Richardson "fell obliged to resign" because he believed Nixon's order
to Cox violated an understanding with Congress that the
prosecutor would get a free
hand in the Watergate probe.
Ziegler said the government's
Watergate investigations would
continue "with thoroughness
and vigor."
Reaction was swift.
Ervin said it was "a great

gate story still has the ability
to shock.
In less than two days, with
events tumbling over one another, the attorney general reThe new A St P Store opened here today at Third signed and the deputy attorney
and Main Street with John Workman of Lola. Ky., as general was fired; the special
Watergate prosecutor was dismanager. charged after he clashed
Mrs. Winfred Ely Craynon of Benton, niece of Mrs. on with the President; head
and
Preston Ordway, was killed October 20, in a car there were new cries for imwreck at Portsmouth, Ohio.
peachrnent.
The first development camp
Janes M. Coleman, son of Mr.and Mrs.
Forrest Coleman, is serving as Chief Message Friday night when President
Center Clerk with the 4th Combat Engineers at Nixon proposed a compromise
on the release of White House
liansaw, Germany
• tapes pertaining to the WaterPictured today are the cheerleaders at Murray. gate case and sought both by
High School. They are Dortha Parker, Nancy Spann. special prosecutor Archibald
-Barbara Howell, Rosemary Jones, and Sandra Cox and the Senate Watergate
Committee.
Lancaster.
The President, citing the doctrine of executive privilege,
previously had refused to give
up the tapes, saying it was up
to him to decide whether to release them.
ENVIRONMENT
Now,after mounting pressure
A cluster of people were grouped around an injured man
for some sort of settlement,
on a Los Angeles street. A policeman arrived and barked
Nixon said he would prepare a
at the curious bystanders. "Stand back !...Give him
summary of the tapes to give
smog ..give him smog!"
to U.S. Dist. Court Judge John
The Ed Coma family, Monte Vista. Colo., collected 1,489
the
pounds °Aluminum.6,208 pounds of steel and 8,401 pounds J. Sirica, who had ordered
By HAL BOYLE .
of glass. The items were collected along roadsides, around President to give him the nine
NEW YORK (AP) — Street:camp grounds and dumps. It added up to a value of $446.68 tapes involved in the crispute.
The President said he had corner musings of a Pavement
'which went for four new bicycles and furniture for the
agreed
to let U.S. Sen. John C. Plato:
children.
Mankind was told by Thomas
• And a local TV weatherman who is known to wt down a Stennis, I)-Miss., listen to the
:Jew before going on the air reported that the air index was tapes to verify the accuracy of Jefferson that all men have an
same inalienable right "to Life, Lib;good. "I guess it will stay that way," decided one studio the summary. At the
Cox
to
ordered
halt erty and the Pursuit of HappiNixon
time,
'worker, "as long as he stays indoors."
his efforts to get the complete ness."
That rhetorical phrase from
recordings.
INVENTIONS
Sens. Sam Ervin, D-N.C., and the Declaration of IndependI got a burglar alarm system for my car. It's a little key
Howard Baker, R-Tenn., the ence has probably misled more
that you play in the fender and then you get in the car and
senior members of the Water- Americans than any other fastart it. If you don't put the key in the fender first, a siren
gate committee, had agreed to mous utterance in the nation's
goes off. Well, my car was stolen. The siren went off,
the plan, Nixon said.
history, with the possible extraffic pulled over—It was the fastest getaway in the
did not. He said Friday ception of Vice President Tom
Cox
history of mankind. (Dick Lord)
night that if he agreed to the Marshall's remark that "What
A new machine is about to end the well-dressed man's
President's conditions, he this country needs is a good
most embarrassing moment. For the machine can size up
would be violating "my solemn five-cent cigar."
a customer for a suit in seconds. And that means that a
pledge
to the Senate and the
The truth is that what this
tailor need no longer grope for inseam length. So tactful is
country."
country needs is a good two-bit
the new machine that it can be operated without emDuring the day Saturday, cigar, and that all men have a
barrassment by a shopgirl.
problems
building. right to the pursuit of happistarted
•• Worcester, Mass.—Elmer Currier's self-defense spray
Sens. Daniel K. Inouye, 1)- ness only if a qualifying phrase
bi the real thing. He appeared before the city licensing
Hawaii, and Lowell P. Weicker is added — "within the limits
board seeking a solicitor's permit to sell his spray. The
Jr., R-Conn., two other mem- of their mutual responsibility to
board asked for a demonstration. So Elmer sprayed one
bers of the Watergate com- each other."
Side of the morn. When board members returned from
The present plight of our genmittee, said they hadn't been
windows, where they had been driven choking and
consulted about the corn- eration has been caused mainly
gasping, they, approved Gprrier's permit. (Worcester
by the heedless quest for perpromise.
Gazette )
Saturday afternoon, Ervin in- sonal happiness on the part of
dicated there may have been too many people, young and
some confusion about just what old, careless of the unalienable
Nixon planned to give the rights of others. We all are
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103 N. 4th St
judge. He said it was his under- drowning in our separate
:Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
standing that the President greeds and selfishnesses.
Walter L Apperson. President and Publisher
The goal of happiness is, at
would provide partial, verbatim
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
best, illusory. The harder you
transcripts — not summaries.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice item% which, in our opinion, are not fOr the best 16.Saturday night, Ervin said pursue happiness self-con-terest of our readers.
he'd been ip
heci2J1y.the._mo;e it flees and.
•...• OteHeinef.fterreseetedivesi df.M.a.se Witearr*.Cd., -ifiee-itezdmaln Avg.,
.Afiamphis,Tn.:-Time &Life B4d9, Now York, N.Y ; Stephenson Bldg 7
White House and was Laid "my-- evades. The truly happy people
Cliefroitt Mich.
3ptrieriptiofr leaf's: By carrier in Murray - $ 35 per week, $1.52 per intetpretation of the agreemeat,•.4tre .tliSise too busy Matti other..
is identical With that of the aims to realize they have armonth, 51,8 29 per year By Tail in Calloway and adjoining counties.
$10.00 per year. other destinations, $23.00 per year. Alt mail sub .White House."
rived at happiness
scriptions pluS 5 percent state tax
In the meantime. Cox held a
A better goal than the pursuit
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Ker.tucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
news conference and reaffir- of Happiness is the pursuit of a
med his intention ..to fight for Reasonable Contentment. It is
The Outstanding Civic ASset pt a Community
is the Integrity& its Newspaper
the tapes. He said he might a shame that Tom Jefferson
•

tragedy" that Cox no longer
was in charge of the investiganon. The chairman of the
House Republican Conference,
Rep. John B. Anderson of 11limas, said Nixon's action
would bring on a serious impeachment effort.

FRANKFORT—The strong
speculation Republican U.S
Senator Marlow Cook may not
seek re-election next year has
geared up the political mills
here, particularly among the
Democratic potentials, but
more so among tha political
writers and forecasters.
You cln find those who are
firmly convinced Gov. Wendell
Ford will not be a candidate on
the Democratic ticket, and you
can find those who won't be
convinced until the filing
deadline. Ford has said he has
no intentions of running for the
U.S. Senate, but when newsmen
try to pin him down he has
firmly locked the door against
the possibility, he always
hedges enough to leave the door
open.
Cook's recent comments on
the difficulty of living in
Washington on a Senator's
salary and expense account
heightens the speculation he is
about to accept a lucrative offer
in private industry and forsake
his senate seat. Cook also
hedges and has said he will
make an announcement after
the November election this
year.
With Cook out of the picture
there is speculation the
Republicans may try to prevail
upon
Fourth
District
Congressman Gene Snyder to
seek the seat and lately Fifth
District Congressman Dr. Tim
Lee Carter's name has been
brought into the picture.
Of course, when asked about
the probability Carter and
Snyder won't say anything
about their personal ambitions
until Cook makes his announcement.

sak- e a sure seat in the House to
oppose the strong state-wide
Democratic machine for the
Senate seat.
The Democrats were successful last year in electing
Walter Huddleston to the seat
Cooper vacated.
There hasn't been much
lately out of the Ford and J.R.
Miller camp in the party about
pushing Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll
into the Senate race. Carroll
has definitely said he will not be
a candidate for the Senate
While he has not made an official announcement he will run
for governor in 1975, he has left
no doubt that this is his sole
intention.
On the other hand we keep
getting information Miller has
done some "feeling around" out
in the state about the
possibilities he may be a candidate for the Senate. However,
he disavows this and says you
can hear most anything about
politics.
John Y. Brown Jr. could not
be reached last week to discuss
the possibility of his becoming a
candidate, but he hasn't shown
much interest in it in the past
since he is deeply engaged in his
new fast food franchise, 011ie's
•
Trolley.
Senate president pro-tern
William Sullivan of Henderson
has been mentioned as a
possible U.S. Senate candidate
if Ford doesn't run.
However, the problem on
finding anything solid about
next year's U.S. Senate race is
the politicians don't want to get
it mixed up in the November
race this year on the 1974
legislative session.
Near the end of this session is
when the prospective candidates will be sending up trial
balloons in coveys.

But seasoned observers here
are skeptical Snyder or Carter
either one would want to for-

Bible Thought For Today
Thy faithfulness is unto all generations; thou hast
established the earth, and it abideth.—Psalm 119:90.
In spite of our natural bent toward fickleness and
disobedience. Gocrremains faithful to His purpose to
bless us.

A barrage of Democrats
called for impeachment and
they were joined by some ReEaiblicans. Sen. Edward W.
Brooke, R-Mass., said Nixon's
act was "sufficient evidence"
for the House to consider irnby Carl Riblet Jr.
peachrnent proceedings.
When a housewife goes to market to buy a melons_
While the controversy swirled
she first thumps it and shakes it. If she can be ceron, the President spent Sunday
tain-that the proclice man isn't looking SW-may-in his office, meeting with top
Lit kloub Biernann has depinch the tomatoes or squeeze the peaches. And
advisers and keeping in comscribed a computer which can
munication with Secretary of
what life is: a thump here, a pinch or two
that's
identify hundreds of_difiaraaa-State. Renryir:-K1ssbiger, in--drags in two
there
and
ir -the dark while, meantime, the
a squeeze—i
hours instead of
Moscow for talks with Soviet up to two days.
General Accounting Office informs us that the
leaders about the Middle East
He said the computer will
adding machine at the national checkout counter
fighting.
help save lives +n cases where
does not, in fact, add—but multiplies.
Bork, taking over a Justice
patients have taken an over"We are born crying, live comDepartment that had seen three
dose(of a drug and cannot be
attorneys general in 18 months, treated until the drug is
plaining and die disappointed."
met with top department offi- known
—Gnomologia, 1732
cials, then said he will announce his decision on the future course of the Watergate inAnnual Murray
vestigation on Tuesday.

Isn't It The Truth!

Computer will aid
in drug identification

Poor Man's,Philospher
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Say What Lritinh
by & C. VAN CUIRON

Dear Editor:
On behalf of the members of
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of the World, I would
like to take this opportunity to
thank all of the people who
made the sponsoring of the
Little Miss Murray-Calloway
County Contest a rewarding
experience. The cooperation we
received from the merchants in
Murray enabled us to continue
our many service projects in
this community. We have
already given a scholarship to a
student at Murray State
University and have given
money to the local high schools
to supplement their giving
books to indigent children. This
is just to name a few and we
have many more projects to do.
I would like to thank the
employees of the Ledger and
Times for their help and support, all of the parents of the
their
contestants
for
cooperation, and most of all.
the, following businesses for
their contributions: Atkins
Gutter Service, Ledger and
Times, Enix Interiors, CornAustin, Lad and Lassie's
Children Shop, Kentucky Lake
Company,
ParkerOil
McKinney Athletics, Town and
Country Shop, Murray Supply,
James Sykes Plumbing, Farmer's Grain, Stokes' Tractor
and Implement Company,
Interstate Battery, Gene and
Jo's Florist, Sykes Cafe,
Murray Datsun, Lindsey's
Jewelers, Littleton's, Nesbitt
Fabric Shop, Mademoiselle
Shop, Bynum Construction, Jim
Adams IGA,Tidwells Paint and
Floor Covering, Capri-Cheri
Theatres, Storey's Food Giant,
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Wilson
Insurance and Real Estate,
BuckinAharn-Ray, Guy Spann
Realty, Scott -Drug Store,
Shirley's Florist, Peoples Bank,
Murray Lumber Company,
Ryan Milk Company, Corvette
R
Lanes, The Shoe Tree, The
Beauty Box, Captain's Kitchen,
Dairy Queen, Thurman's
Furniture, Ryan's Shoe Store,
and Murray Insurance Agency.
We hope that the contest will
tontinue to be as successful as
this year's has been.
Martha Andrus, Chairman
Little Miss MurrayCalloway Co. 1973

didn't list that as an aim, tor
he was philosopher enough to
appreciate the difference.
No man is wise enough to
know how to be happy, but any
man with common sense can
figure out how to be reasonably
content.
In case you are in doubt
yourself, here are a few Guiding Maxims to paste in your fedora:
"Whenever possible, take off
your shoes and rest your feet."
"Buy all your clothing one
half a size too large — then you
won't feel so uptight."
''Avoid buying more than one
thing at a time on time."
"If you can't grow up, act as
little like an adolescent as you
can."
"Take your medicine like a
mail but don't, like a fool, gulp
that of others."
"Be not the last to forgive
your own folly, nor the first to
make a new mistake."
"Learn to paddle yourself to
safety before you take a canoe
int() deep water."
"Don't salute everything that
is run up a flagpole, or go for a
joyride aboard every trial balloon."
"If anybody offers you something for free, do without it."
"Don't argue with any woman who hasn't bee* safely dead
ii:kr 10 years."
"If you can't be a hero, don't
borbeihers by telliag them why
you're a bum."
These maxims should help
make' you reasonably content.
If not, make up your own — or
buy a book of proverbs. Wisdom isn't new
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The honor bestowed on our war veterans today
should not be set aside for just one day of the year.
Those who have fought the battles that have kept
- this and many other nations in the world free, should
be honored and praised every
Many veterans have come back from our wars
mamed and disabled and many more have not come
back at all. Those of who who are lucky enough to
have a healthy life and a whole body should give
praise and thanks to our veterans for making this
life possible
Veterans Day should be a time to commemorate
our ancestors, who fought and won the American
Revolution and those who fought, died or were
wounded in every other war for their country up
through both World Wars, the Korean War and the
Vietnam War.
The veterans who are still living should be given a
personal thank-you every day by every living
American. Those who are dead should be remembered with prayers and ceremonies such as the one
being held here today.
We would like to express our deepest thanks to our
veterans for keeping our country free and independent so that our society can enjoy this great
land to the fullest

Funny Funny World

l
toile&il,

Thanks For

Veterans Day is being celebrated in Murray and
the rest of the nation today.

20 Years Ago Today
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The recent murders of six
Kentuckians has once again
raised_ the
long-debated
question of whether any crime
is so heinous that only the death
penalty is sufficient punishment.
The 1974 General Assembly
will be faced with the controversial issue of capital
punishment as a result of
recommendations made by the
state Penal ('ode Study Commission.
The commission, created by
the 1972 Legislature to review
and update Kentucky's Penal
Code, has suggested that
mandatory death sentence be
restored for certain crimes,
Norman Lawson, a member
of the study group and the
Legislative Research Commission, listed the recommended capital offenses
punishable only by death as
follows:
--Intentional murder for
profit or hire.
—Intentional
murder
resulting in multiple deaths.
Intentional murder committed during an act of either
arson in the first degree, armed
robbery, or burglary.
—Intentional murder with the
use of a destructive device, such
as a bomb.
—Intentional murder of a
prison guard or employee by a
prisoner.
—Kidnapping, unless the
victim is voluntarily released
alive
and
substantially
unharmed.
Another offense still under
consideration by the group is
intentional murder in the course
of forcible rape.
Although the Supreme Court
ruled capital punishment tin-

contitutional in June, 1972, State
Sen. Michael R. Moloney,
Lexington, chairman of the
study commission, contends
that the recommendations are
within the law
"The ruling that the death
penalty is 'cruel and unusual'
punishment refers to the
disciminatory manner in which
it was applied in the past,"
Moloney said.
The commission's proposals
will not leave the choice of
sentence (life imprisonment or
death) up to the jury as in the
past. There will be only the
death sentence for those convicted of these crimes, he added.
Moloney said he thinks
capital punishment will be
restored and that it will serve as
a deterrent W serious crime.
Vice chairman of the commission, Rep. William Kenton,
Lexington, asserts that "the
legislature will reflect the needs
of the people who are crying out
for this change, Society
demands a punishment with the
termination of life for these
heinous acts."
The death penalty has riot
been carried out in Kentucky
since 1962, when Kelly Moss was
electrocuted at the State
Penitentiary at Eddyville.
There have been 162

executions in the state since the
electric chair was installed at
Eddyville in 1911. Of this
number, 144 were given the
death penalty for murder,seven
for rape, six for criminal
assault, and five for armed
robbery. All 162 were men.
At the time of the Supreme
Court ruling against capital
punishment, 24 Kentucky
prisoners were awaiting
execution. Sixteen of the men,
who had no appeals pending,
were on Eddyville's Death Row.
A Corrections Department
official said the men have been
incorporated into the general
inmate population at Eddyville,
and znos! have had their sentences commuted to life imprisonment.
Lawson pointed out that none
of the men will be affected by
the new penal code if it is approved. And, no other person
convicted of a capital crime will
be affected if the crime was
committed before July 1, 1974,
the effective date of the
proposed code.
Regardless of any proposals
made by the states and in spite
of the public outcry to the recent
slaying in Kentucky, it is
unlikely that anyone will be
executed until the Supreme
Court once again rehashes the
moral and legal issues involved
in the ultimate punishment.
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enough on your mind
having to worry about the
health care. That's why pr
health care protection with
Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky is vital to you and
your family
Blue Cross hospital benefit
plans provide from $25 to $40 a
day for your room plus comprehensive benefits with full payment
for all covered hospital expenses Blue
Shield surgical-medical plans are
available with a choice of two indemnity
schedules providing payment up to
$270 or $405 for surgical expenses plus
allowances for..ib-hospital medical,
accident x-ray and anesthesia
At times like this. when it seems you re
ail alone, it's very comforting to know
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 01 Kentucky
are helping pay the cost of care Even
though you don't anticipate a hospital
stay. it doesn't cost anything lb get the
facts about protection to help meet the
costs of today's hewn care. Simply fill
out the coupon below. There's no
obligation, no salesman will can.
Group plans may be fooned where
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UK researchers also plan to
construct a sawdust burner on
the outside of the barn. This will
make it possible to keep all the
fire outside the barn and pipe
smoke inside to put the finish on
the dark tobacco.
Everette says the main idea
behind the new barn is to reduce
labor. "We're still a long way
from complete mechanization
of tobacco, but with the things
we are doing here we hope to
reduce the workload of the
farmer who produces tobacco,"
he points out. "Besides
reducing the total labor
requirement, we want to cut
down on heavy work such as
lifting tobacco high up into the
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The barn is a polt type clear
span building with an aluminum
roof and metal siding. The barn
is practically air tight, according to George Duncan, UK
agricultural enginner who
supervised its construction. Air
is drawn into the barn through
openings between the foundation and the bottom of the
side walls. These openings can
be closed off by hinged doors.
There are two translucent
fiberglass panels on each side of
the barn to let in light.
"The barn must be tight,
because if we had leaks, it
would reduce the efficiency of
the fan," notes Duncan. "We
want to get the air moving
uniformly through the crop to
get a good, even cure "
Everette estimates the total
cost of the barn, including labor
and materials, to be about
$5,500. A grant for construction
of the barn was provided by the
United States Tobacco Company.
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New Type Tobacco Barn
Being Used At UK Farm
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A new two-tier, forced air feet long, holds as much tobacco
curing barn for dark fire-cured In its two tiers as a conventional
tobacco has been constructed at barn holds in four tiers.
"We
the University of Kentucky can do this by
getting a good
College of Agriculture's West wilt on the tobacco and
Kentucky Substation near crowding it closer together,"
Princeton.
Everette explains. "The barn
The math purpose of the barn has a tier rail spacing of 38
is to demonstrate to farmers Inches instead of the usual 48
that two people can house all the
tobacco from two acres, acThe UK specialist says the
Lowe ugly excess weight with the cording to George Everett, UK
secret to being able to house all
sensible NEW FAT-60 diet Extension
tobacco specialist at the tobacco in two tiers is the
plan. Nothing sensational lust
steady weight loss for those that Princeton. "With a barn of this large fan in the roof of the barn.
really want to lose.
type, two men should be able to The fan has a capacity of 8500
A full 12 day supply only $2.50. house the crop, with one man up cubic feet per minute, and can
The price of two cups of coffee.
in the barn and one man on the change all the air in the barn in
Ask HOLLAND DRUG STORE
wagon," he points out.
about five minutes.
about the FAT-60 reducing plan
and start losing weight this week.
Similar barns are already in
"Without the fan, the tobacco
Money back in full if not compiet•- use in Graves, Logan and Todd
ly satisfied with weight lose from
would be damaged if it was
counties.
Also,
a
barn
or
this
the very first package.
type has been developed for homed this way," says
DON'T DELAY
burley, and several use in use Ellrette. "The fan speeds up
siert PAT-GO 1101101110.,_
_,Abervelkuvring, especially if you
around the state.
Only $2.50 at Holland Drug Co.
The barn, 28 feet wide and 47 pat some heat in the barn.
Forced air allows more direct
control of drying conditions ltrid
results in better q'ua'ltty
tobacco'
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An AP Sports Analysis

Finley Reiterates Determination To
Stantl-Firm In-face-Of-liew-fressu re
OAKLAND AP) — Charles
0. Fipley is a proud and stubborn man—refusing to bend under the iron fist of the commissioner, a state of near rebellion
on the part of his players and
taunts from the fans.
He is on a collision course
with baseball.
"It is my ball club, my money. As long as I own this ball
club, I will operate it my way,"
insists the maverick owner of
'the Oakland As.
"The A's are not up for
sale."
"Baseball is part of my happiness. Sports is part of my
happiness."
The 53-year-old, snow-haired
Finley, a headstrong and successful Chicago insurance millionaire, reiterated his determination to stand firm in the face
of escalating pressures over the
weekend in an exclusive interview with The Associated
Press.
He faces an almost certain
fine from Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn for first making a public
announcement against the commissioner's orders and later
seeking to shelve an infielder
whose two errors lost the second game to the New York
Mets in the World Series.
The commissioner said Finley "embarrassed" the A's and

aLso the infielder, Mike Andrews.
One of Finley's star players,
Sal Bando, said Finley -lacked
class." Another, Reggie Jackson, impulsively said he would
like to be traded. Manager
Dick Williams quit after Sunday's final game of the 1973
World Series.
Even the Oakland fans, given
a winning team three years in
a row with the last two gaining
the World Series, joined in
showing their distaste for the
man who put the whole thing
together.
Their attitude was reflected
in signs that bobbed up in the
final games of the World Series
at the Oakland Coliseum:
"Keep the A's—Trade Finley."
"Finley is ta Horse's A."
"Goodbye, Charlie."
In a 90-minute interview in
his motel suite not far from tfie
Coliseum, Finley, relaxed, in
shirt sleeves and measuring
every word carefully, told the
AP that he inherited his strick
business principals from a stern
father who worked for U.S.
Steel in Gary, Ind.
"I worked 10 years in industry," he said. "I've been in
business for another 25 years
and I was brought up to do a
job quickly, correctly and conscientiously. I expect anyone

that's associated with me in port of an ailment.
any of my ventures to operate
Finley stoutly defended his
in the same manner "
action, insisting that he did not
Finley is regarded by some fire Andrews—as It was made
as a ruthless operator. Before to appear—but had legally
he hired Williams three years asked that Andrews be reago, he had employed 10 man- placed on the A's World Series
agers in as many years in squad because of the infielder's
baseball. He operates with a shoulder ailment.
skelton administrative staff,
"The commissioner made it
which keeps its suitcases seem to appear he was forcing
packed.
us to change our action," the
A's owner said. "No action had
Late in the season, he hired
been taken. What the commisBill Rigney, the former Giants,
sioner should have done is deny
Angels and Twins manager, for
our request.
a broadcasting and scouting
role and almost as quickly let
"It's that simple, instead of
him go.
making anything big out of it.
"I created a job for Rigney,"
"I don't think the commisFinley explained. "Because of sioner treated us fairly in turneconomic conditions," he ing down the request," he
added, the "job ended."
added. "He's talking about emFinley's most celebrated ac- barrassing Andrews. But I was
tion involving an employee, sure as hell embarrassed by
however, was an attempt to what he did."
place Andrews on the injury
Finley said Andrews had a
list in the midst of the World chronic injury when
he was
Series after the infielder had picked up by the A's
from the
made two errors, costing the Chicago White Sox and
this inA's three runs in their 10-7 lose jury showed up in the
medical
to the Mets in the second game. examination by his team
docCommissioner Kuhn rejected tor.
the move with a severe repriHe said Andrews signed the
mand. Andrews said Finley lied doctor's report hesitatingly
about his being injured and en- after bargaining with Finley for
couraged him to sign a docu- a 1974 contract.
ment verifying a doctor's reFinley, victim of a mid-sum-

staff.
Jackson, probably Oakland's
best all-around player, was performing under hazardous conditions, His life had been threatened by a letter writer, who
promised to murder him if he
played in the Series. Jackson
was protected by FBI men
throughout the week.
And if all that wasn't enough,
the A's had to face the Meta'
most effective pitcher in the deciding garne—Matlack. The
hard-throwing left-hander had
given up only one earned run in
more than three weeks and
none in the National League
playoffs CT the World Series.
None of these things was
enough to stop the A's title
quest, though. After all, they
had been doing it like this all
season—overcoming the odds.
"We went through the entire
year with only 24 players and
still won the American League
pennant," said Bando, referring
to the fact that Allan Lewis
was used only as a runner this
year. "Lewis has speed, but
heck, he never won any games
for us."
The A's also overcame the
benching of Joe Rudi early in
the season.
"How can you bench a guy
like that, no matter what he's
hitting," said Bando. "He could
be the best left fielder in base-
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ball."
The A's lost one of their reserve players in the World
Series due to a misunderstanding of management. Then,
they were down to 23 players
after Finley shipped Andrews
home to Boston for making two
costly errors in last Sunday's
10-7 loss to the Mets.
Andrews eventually returned,
but the situation became so
controversial that the A's
showed open bostility—andeven hatred-efewercl their maverick owner.
"We overcame a lot of pressure," said Bando. "How can
you play basebell in a situation
like that? We' managed to,
though. We're really a better
team then we showed here.
This Series shouldn't have gone
seven games—we should have
won it earlier."
Before this 70th World Series
started last Oct. 13, the defending World Champion A's were
favored to beat the Mets--a
team that won the National
League pennant with an assortment of near-miraculous breaks
and bounces.
The ball bounced the wrong
way for the Mets in the first
game, however, as second
baseman Felix Milian made a
two-run error that gave the A's
a 2-1 victory. Matlack was the
loser, although he actually
pitched better baseball than
Oakland starter Ken Holtzman.
The Mets tied the Series by
winning the bizarre second
game, 10-7 in 12 innings. After
losing a three-run lead in the
late innings, New York finally
won in the 12th with the help of
those Andrews' errors. His miscues gave New York three of
its four runs in the wild inning.
Suddenly Andrews was gone
from the team—and his disappearance created a stir
among the players. The official
announcement was that he was
put on the disabled list because
of a shoulder injury, but the
A's players knew better.
Some of them wore adhesive
tape "No. 17s"—Andrews' number—in memory of Mike Andrews." The A's felt that the
enigmatic Finley had fired Andrews on a whim.
Andrews therefore, wasn't in
New York as the A's won
Game No. 3, a 3-2 decision over
the Mets in 11 innings. Bert
Campaneris' third single of the
game drove in the winning run
in the 11th. '
Between the thitd and fourth
games, Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn denied'Finley's rea
guest.
Andrews was back in uniform
for Game No. 4 and was used
as a pinch-hitter, but clidn't
help in a 6-1 Mets' victory. Rusty Staub drove in five runs for
the Mets and Matlack pitched a
three-hitter for eight innings.

The Mets took a 3-2 lead in
the Series as Jerry Koosman
and Tug McGraw combined on
a three-hit shutout in the fifth
game, McGraw worked his way
out of a bases-loaded, one-out
situation in the seventh inning
to save the game,2-0, for New
York.
That sent the series back to
Oakland and the A's were on
the verge of an unexpected
knockout.
"Vieltnew that we would IMF
our pride if we lost the Work'
Series," said Jackson, "We
knew we would hurt our fans." The A's faced Toni Seaver in
Game No. 6, a pitcher whom
Jackson described as "the best
in baseball," But it wasn't the
"real" Tom Seaver that the A's
faced on Saturday.
"It was just Seaver in his
heart," said Jackson. "He was
pitching on guts. He didn't have
hia usual stuff."
As a result, Jackson doubled
home runs in the first and third
against the New York ace and
later scored another run as the
A's tied the Series at three
games apiece with a 3-1 victory
Saturday

That set the stage for Sunday's deciding game, with
probably $20,000 per man for
the winning team riding on the
outcome.
Matlack was just as tough as
expected in the first two innings before the A's put it
away with their four-run
fourth—the first earned runs
scored against the Mets lefthander in 26 innings.
After Dick Green struck out,
winning pitcher Ken Holtzmandoubled into the left field corner. Then Bert Campanerls,-an
unlikely home run hitter,
pumped a Matlack offering
onto the right field catwalk at
the Oakland Coliseum to give
the A's a 2-0 lead.
Ruth singled and after Bando
made the second out, Jackson
hit one out of sight into the
right-center field bleachers for
a 4-0 A's lead.

"No, I wasn't disappointed I
didn't get in," the 42-year-old
superstar said in the quiet of
the Mets' losing locker room.
"I don't think I'm any good at
pinch-hitting.
"I wish we had won," said
Mays, who broke in with the
then New York Giants in 1951.
"But! told the guys before the
game, win or lose, they should
be proud. The exciting thing
was winning the playoffs. That
gets you here. And only two
teams can say that."
Baseball fans got their last
glimpse of that famous No. 24
in Game No. 3 when his 10thinning pinch-hit bid ended in a
- graend ball ha aa-ah ham. • But before No..2/1 takes its final resting place in the halls of
Cooperstown—a certainty five
years from now—Mays will
probably impart some of his
knowledge on the younger players, whom he endearingly labels "The Kids."

"I suppose the Meta will want
to use me in some instructional
capacity," said Mays, "probably in spring training. I can
still hit and field and I can
teach hitting and fielding.
"But I really don't know or
sure. The last 2'e months have
been strictly baseball. And I
just haven't sat down with Mr.
Grant 1Chairman of the Board
M. Donald Grant) and worked
something out."
Mays' agreement with the
Mets, worked out in the spring
of 1972 when the outfielder
came to New York from San
Francisco, calls for 10 years of
service with the Mets organization after retirement as a
player at a yearly salary of
$50,000.
But when the snows of winter
melt into Florida's spring sunshine, punctuated by the altrays-fresh sound of bat meeting ball, Willie Mays will tel
sorneewinges. Even at age 43.
Oakland, part of the Bay
Area, seemed a fitting place to
end the Mays' saga as a player. "People don't realize 1
-ramie-more time reit _here.than
in New York," said Mays.
But if Mays were 'writing the
script's final act, he would
have changed the setting.
"You got it backwards,"
Mays told a questioner. "I'm
wearing a New York uniform.
I'd rather finish in New York."

dropped an UR decision to Mississippi State; Morehead
downed Tennessee Tech 23-10;
Murray defeated East Tennessee 20-14; Hanover downed
Centre 38-21, and South Carolina State defeated Kentucky
State 17-8.
Next Saturday, Kentucky
travels to Georgia; Morehead
meets Western at Bowling
Green; Eastern Kentucky visits
Murray; Louisville hosts Cincinnati; Georgetown travels to
West Virginia Tech; Centre
meets Memphis, and Kentucky
State faces the University of
Arkansas at Pine Bluff, Ark.
Morehead carries a 3-1 conference record into its meeting
with Western after overcoming
Tennessee Tech behind the running of Frank Jones. Jones carried 18 times for 186 yards and
scored touchdowns from seven
and two yards out to spark the
victory at Cooketalle, Term.
A .pair of field goals by Don
Wright Provided the edge as
Murray lifted its conference
record to 3-1 and its overall
mark to 5-1 with the victory
over East Tennessee at Johnson City, Tenn. East Tennessee

Betty Lowry, Beverly
Parker, Share Honors
Last week, the lady golfers of
the Murray-Calloway Country
Club got together one evening
for a pot-luck supper and to
award pewter julep cups to the
winners in their medal and
match play tournaments.
Betty Lowry and Beverly
Parker shared top honors as
winners of the championship
flight in the medal and match
play tournaments, respectively.

Miss Parker, 17-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Parker and a senior at
Murray High School, also
finished second in the medal
play
tournament
before
defeating Venela Sexton 6 up
and 4 to win the championship
flight of the match play tournament. Mrs. Sexton finished
third in the medal play tournamen I.
The first flight in both tournaments was a repeat of last
year as far as the winner was
concerned with Margaret
Shuffett taking both events.
In the medal play tournament, she finished ahead of
Betty Hinton and Irene Chitwood, while in the match play
Oakland made it 5-0 in the tournament she won by
fifth on Ruth's run-scoring hit defeating Inus Orr 1 up after
as the roars from most of paid Mrs. On rallied from three
49,333 fans swelled to an ear- down to almost send the match
splitting crescendo and confetti into extra holes
poured into the field from the
The second flight was a
stands.
repeat with Euva Nell Mitchell
winning both tournaments and
Cathryn Garrott finishing
second. Mrs. Mitchell, who had
won earlier from Betty Scott
and Jane Fitch, defeated Mrs.
Garrott 3 up and 2 to win the
match play tournament.

Willie Mays Ends Last
Game On Bench Sunday
OAKLAND (AP) — "The
only thing I'm sad about is I'm
not gonna play anymore," said
Willie Mays.
And the national pastime will
never be the same.
Mays, the "Say Hey Kid,"
whose youthful exuberance provided memories for baseball
fans the past V seasons, ended
his active career Sunday by sitting on the bench.

Top-Ranked Western Demolishes
Eastern Kentucky 35-0 Saturday

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Western Kentucky, favored to
S ----win the Ohio Valley Conference
title, didn't disappoint the seers
over
the weekend as the Hillwhich
slowed
attack
mer heart
his activities, said he wanted to toppers handed Eastern Kenstay in baseball, but probably tucky a trouncing so thorough
would dispose of his other two even Western Coach Jimmy
major spore; franchies—the Feix was surprised.
-I'm surprised and proud,"
Memphis Tams of the American Basketball Association and Feet said after his ffilltoppers
the C-alifornia Golden Seals of spoiled Eastern's homecoming
with a 35-0 victory Saturday.
the National Hockey League.
•'Any person who owns teams "There won't be many times
in two sports, the second sport when we play under the presis needed about as much as a sure we played under today."
Clarence Jackson scooted for
hole in the head," he said.
The innovative and con- 143 yards in 16 carries and
troversial A's owner, first to scored two touchdowns, while
push for the designated hitter quarterback Leo Peckenpaugh
and night World Series play, teamed with Porter Williams
figures he is ahead of his time for a 73-yard scoring strike to
in an archaic, reluctant-to- get the Hilltopper underway.
Western, which entered the
change sport.
•'I made a few suggestions matchup between the crossand some of them were laughed state rivals ranked sixth in the
at, but adopted since," he said. nation among college division
"I don't expect baseball to buy teams, lifted its record to 6-0
my thoughts overnight. Some of overall and 4-0 in the OVC.
Eastern, meanwhile, fell to 5them it's taken 10 years for
2 overall and 2-2 in OVC play.
them to adopt."
In action involving Kentucky
He currently is pushing for
what he calls an "alert orange" teams, Kentucky fell to Louibaseball to step up hitting, en- siana State 28-21; Louisville
forcement of a time limit on
pitchers' deliveries, shorter
seasons and inter-league play..
The life blood of baseball
comes from the working man
and the school kids," he said.
"When the big event comes
along, like the World Series, we
tell them,'Okay, suckers, we're
hiding this from you.' That
can't be allowed to happen."

Oakland Puts It All Together
To Take Second StraightSeries
OAKLAND ( AP) — Now you
have to believe—in the Oakland
A's.
The New York Mets coined
the catch-phrase, "you gotta
believe," but the Oakland A's
made it unbelievable Sunday by
winning the 1973 World Series.
Overcoming dissension, a
murder threat to Reggie Jackson, and Jon Matlack, the A's
captured baseball's world
championship for the second
straight year by beating the
Mets 5-2 in the seventh game.
"We finally did everything together to win this thing," said
Reggie Jackson. the most valuable player of the Series who
unleashed a two-run homer in a
four-run third inning and made
a couple of splendid fielding
plays Sunday.
"We are the best team in
baseball, no doubt," said Oakland captain Sal Bando in the
champagne-drenched euphoria
of the winner's locker room,
and you had to believe.
The A's were, rocked with internal unrest after owner
Charles 0. Finley tried to put
on the disabled list second
baseman Mike Andrews, who
made two errors in a game
earlier in the Series.
For six games, their usually
explosive bats were muffled for
the most part by the powerhouse New York pitching
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Mrs. Mitchell also won a
year's possession of the aeries
Sexton Memorial Trophy as the
second flight winner. Mrs.
Shuffett, winner of the first
flight in last year's match play,
had possession of the trophy for
the last year, and next year it
will go to the winner of the third
flight.
Jennie Hutson was the winner
in both the medal and match
play tournaments in the third
flight, and Marilyn Paulk was
second in both.
The awards party, held last
Wednesday night at the club,
concludes the Calloway ladies'
competitive golf program for
the year.

fell to 3-3 and 2-2.
The Buccaneers scored twice
on one-yard plunges by Steve
Daffron and led until late id the --game, but Murray marched for
a touchdown after recovering a ._
Buccaneer fumble and put the
game away with 2:11 left.
Louisville got one dramatic
touchdown-an 81-yard run by 5foot-7 Walter Peacock. But that
was the only bright moment for
the Louisville offense, as Mississippi State's Vic Nickels
booted three field goals and
Wayne Jones plunged one yard
for a State touchdown to give
the Bulldogs the victory.
Hanover halfbacks Nate
Clemmons and Anthony Brantley scored three touchdowns
apiece as Hanover handed
Centre its sixth straight victory
against no losses. Centre trailed 32-7 entering the final quarter, before the Kentucky squad
came back to narrow the margin.
Kentucky State was held to 39
yards rushing as they saw their
homecoming spoiled by South
Carolina State. Kentucky State
threatened in the second period, but the threat fizzled with a
fumble at the goal-line, and
South Carolina took a 10-0 lead
into halftime.
In the fourth period, Kentucky State gambled on a
fourth-down situation at their
own 42, lost the gamble, and
watched Carolina State's James
Robinson
scamper 42 yards for
a TD on the next play.
Results of Saturday's Games
ISU 28, Kentucky 21
Mississippi State 18, Louisville
7
Hanover 38, Centre 21
Morehead 23, Tennessee Tech
10
Murray 20, East Tennessee 14
Western Ky. 35, Eastern Ky. 0
South Carolina State 17, Kentucky State 8
Next Saturday's Gaines
Al] Times EDT)
Kentucky at Georgia, 3 p.m.
Morehead at Western, 2 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at Murray, 2
P.m.
Cincinnati at Louisville, 8 p.m.
Georgetown at W. Va, Tech,
7:30 p.m.
Centre at Memphis, 2:30 p.m.
Kentucky State at U. of Arkansas, 2 p.m.

ATTENTION

Builders-Developers-Realtors
IBC HOMES offers you a proven program for sales
success in:

HOMES
also APARTMENTS, OFFICE BUILDINGS, AND MOTELS
We offer Tested Standard Plans.
Drafting and Blueprinting Service
Immediate quotations on custom plans.
Guaranteed quality and quantity of materials
Guaranteed prices.
Quality materials and name brand products.
Interested Companies or Individuals are invited to Call o
Write:
IBC HOMES. alTN HOBERT ECK
ENHERG
Box 475
Mattoon, Illinois 61938

Safe Buy Used Cars
(All Local Trade-Ins)
'73 Montego GT. Like New.
'71 Toyota Mark II Station Wagon. Air conditioner.
'71 VW Super. 2-door.
'70 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 4-door. Low mileage.
'70 Olds Luxury Sedan. Like new.
'72 Ford Pinto Runabout Air conditioner.
'73 Lincoln Continental. 2-door hardtop, 7000 miles.
* LOTS OF 69's-68's-67's & DOWN *
ALSO SOME NEW 1973's
LINCOLN - MERCURY - CAPRI
AT TREMENDOUS DISCOUNTS

HATCHER AUTO SALES
Hwy. 641 South - South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
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Rams Get New Scoring Threat As
Defensive End Dryer Scores Four
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By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Associated Presi-Sports Writer
The Los Angeles Rams have
a new scoring threat as they
prepare for next Sunday's
Battle of Unbeatens with the
Minnesota Vikings. The threat
is defensive end Fred Dryer.
That's right. Defensive end
Fred Dryer.
•
Dryer became the first man
in the history of the National
Football League to record two
safeties-worth four pointswhen he dropped Green Bay
quarterbacks Scott Hunter and
Jim Del Gaizo in the end zone
Sunday as the Rams beat the
Packers M._
The victory for the Rams set
the stage for their _game at
Minnesota, NFC Central Lead-
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over St. Louis to avenge the
Redskins'-only-- defeat of -the
season. X rays indicated Kilmer had not broken any bones.
Cowboys 45, Giants 23
Calvin Hills rushed for 123
yards and one touchdown; Walt
Garrison ran for two touchdowns and Roger Staubach
passed for two as Dallas stayed
a game back of first-place
Washington in the NFC East.
Steelers 26, Jets 14
Pittsburgh stayed on top of
the AFC Central when Terry
Hanratty came off the bench to
throw a 16-yard touchdown pass
Redskins 31, Cardinals 13
to Ron Shanklin in the fourth
Quarterback Billy Kilmer quarter to give the Steelers a
also sprained an ankle but not 19-14 lead. Roy Gerela haditept
until he threw two touchdown the Steelers close with four
passes in Wading Washington field goals. Franco Harris, plagued by a bruised knee, ran for
102 Pittsburgh yards after gaining only a total of 53 in previous games.

Dolphins 27 Bills 6
"Up until today O.J. was carrying them," said Miami Coach
Shula after Miami held
Buffalo's O.J. Simpson-who
went into the game with 813
yards-to just 55 yards rushing.
Simpson left when he sprained
his right ankle on his 14th carry. The injury was not believed
serious. Bob Griese passed to
Jim Mandich for two Miami
touchdowns as the Dolphins
broke a first-place tie with the
Bills in the American Conference East.

MURRAY LEDGER tP TIMES

Buffalo Drags To 4-3 Win Over
•Toronto for NHL Win On Sunday

Tech
14
Ky. 0
17, Ken-

er, which ran its record to 6-0
by beating Philadelphia 28-21.
Elsewhere Sunday, Miami,
51, stopped Buffalo;..--W-Ift4kWashington, 5-1, topped St.
Louis, 2-4, 31-13; Dallas, 4-2,
outlasted the New York Giants,
14-1, 45-28; Pittsburgh, 5-1,
downed the New York Jets, 2-4,
26-14; Cleveland, 4-2, drubbed
Houston, 0-6, 42-13; Cincinnati,
4-2, edged Kansas City, 3-2-1,
14-6; New England, 2-4, nipped
Chicago, 1-5, 13-10; Baltimore,
2-4, shaded Detroit, 1-4-1, 29-27;
Atlanta, 3-3', trounced San
Diego, 1-5, 41-0, and San Francisco, 3-3, walloped New Orleands, 2-4, 40-0,, __ Oakland, 3-2,faces Denver, 23, tonight in a nationally
televised game.
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By HOWARD SMITH
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Buffalo Sabres didn't
play a whole lot of hockey Sunday night but they played
enough to beat Toronto.
"We played only about seven
cninutes in the first period, hit
a long lull and then came on
strong in the third," explained
Sabres' Coach Joe Crozier after
his club scored a 4-3 National
Hockey League victory.
Buffalo, looking listless, fell
behind 3-1 after two periods,
but came alive with three goals
over the final 20 minutes.
"And once we did," said Crozier, "the Maple Leafs couldn't
move because we were on top
of them all the time. Until then,
nothing was going our way."
Elsewhere in the NHL,. the
Montreal Canadiens edged the
New York Rangers 3-2; the

New York Islanders tied the cago ice from Pit Martin and
Chicago Black Hawks 3-3; the drilled a 10-footer past the
Boston Bruins drubbed the Hawks' Tony Esposito.
Pittsburgh Penguins 8-2, and
Bruins 8, Penguins 2
the Detroit Red Wings bombed
Phil Esposito's eighth goal of
the California Golden Seals 11- the campaign ignited a three2.
goal explosion late in the first
C,anadiens 3, Rangers 2
period that carried Boston to
Serge Savard got the tie- its fourth victory in five outbreaking goal on a power play ings. Rookie Dave Forbes follate in the second period to lowed Esposito with his first
give the Canadiens their third NHL goal just 31 seconds later
win in five outings. Speedy and the rout was on.
Yvan Cournoyer got the first
Red Wings 11, Seals 2
two Montreal goals and Wayne
Detroit, winless in five preThomas played a strong game
vious outings, broke the contest
in the nets.
open with six goals in the third
period. Guy Charron scored
Islanders 3, Black Hawks 3
Ralph Stewart's shorthanded three times for the winnersgoal at 12:03 of the third period his first hat trick in five NHL
gave the winless Islanders their seasons.
third tie of the mason to go
Nick Libett had two goals
along with their, three losses.
and three assists for the Whigs,.
Stewart won eticeoff in Chiand Mickey Redmond added
one goal and four assists

Holton Wins Match Play
At Murray Country Club
Mike Holton, 26-year-old
Murray insurance salesman, is
the new match play champion
at
the
Murray-Calloway
Country Club.
Holton defeated Norman
Hood 4 up and 3 in the 36-hole
finals match to take the laurels
won for the past two years by
Johnny Quertermous, who had
to withdraw after his first-round
match to enter medical school
in Louisville.
To win the championship
flight of the annual tournament,
Holton defeated M.C. Garrott
in the first round, Bob Burke in
the second, and Buddy Hewitt in
the semi-finals.
Hood reached the finals by
defeating Alfred Lindsey in the
first round, his regular playing
companion, Tom Muehleman,
in the second, and Bill Hopson in
the semi-finals.
Bill Fandnch was the winner
in the first flight, won last year
by Hal Houston. Fandrich
defeated Clyde Adkins 4 up and

3 after eliminating L.K. Pinkley
in the first round, Ted Billington
in the second and James
Lassiter in the semis.
J.D. Rayburn had to go 20
holes before defeating Chester
Thomas to win the second flight,
running in a 15-foot putt on the
19th hole to tie Thomas' par,
and another on the 20th hole for
a birdie and the match.
En route to the second flight
trophy, Rayburn defeated
Richard Knight in the first
round, Lawrence Philpot in the
second and W.A. Franklin in the
semi-finals.

In World Hockey Association
action, it was New York 4, Quebec 3; Los Angeles 4, Vancouver 1; Edmonton 4, Chicago
1; Winnipeg 2, Minnesota 1 in
overtime; Cleveland 2, Houston
0; and New England 4, Toronto
3.

Kentucky Gives LSU
Tough Scare Before
Falling To Tigers

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- It
seemed like just' the same old
song" to Kentucky Coach Fran
Curd as he looked over Kentucky's one-touchdown defeat
by Louisiana State.
Trophies for the winners, as
"We have to attribute it
well as trophies for the winners
mostly to lack of depth," Curci
of the club's annual medal play
said, "but we've been coming
tournament earlier in the year,
so close... These people are
will be awarded at the club's
Laying it on the line."
regular men's stag night acKentucky built a 21-14 halftivity November 15, according time lead but, as in most
chairman
of
Billington,
to Bob
games this season, was unable
the committee in charge of the to score in the second half and
two events.
for the second time gave a nationally-ranked team a good
scare before succumbing.
"I'm so proud of this football
team...the way they scrap and
claw," Curci said.
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
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Kentucky's Alfred "Sonny"
Collins rushed for 91 yards to
set a new school record of 677,
passing the old mark of 671 set
nine years ago by Rodger Bird,
and Collins still has almost half
a season left.
Curci, in his first year at
Ira
• Kentucky, said his inherited
team unliked those -or 'the past
shew•the desire to score. "Every time we've been inside the
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Browns 42, Oilers 13
Mike Phipps passed for two
touchdowns and ran for two
more, helping Cleveland stay a
game behind Pittsburgh. t was
Houston's first game since General Manager Sid Gillman replaced Bill Petersen as coach.
Bengals 14, Chiefs 6
Ken Anderson passed 30
yards off a double reverse to
Bob Trumpy for one touchdown
and Charles "Boobie" Clark
scored on a three-yard run as
Cincinnati also. remained a
game back of Pittsburgh and
dropped Kansas City into second place behind Oakland
the AFC West.
Patriots 23. Bears 10
New England quarterback
Jim Plunkett set up his own
winning touchdown on a freak
play in the fourth quarter.
Plunkett dropped the ball when
he cocked his arm to pass,
picked it up and hit Bob Windsor with a running 36-yard
throw to the Chicago 10. Plunkett then scored on a five-yard
run.
Colts 29, Lions 27
Marty Domres, making his
first start of the year at quarterback passed for one Baltimore touchdown and ran one
yard for another. Former Colts
kicker, Jim O'Brien, kicked two
field goals .fer Detroit but
missed a 25 yarder. George
Hunt botted three field goals
for the Colts.
Falcons 41, Chargers 0,
Atlanta Ran in five touchdostrrit against San Diego, including two by Dave Hampton,
and complely bottled up Dan
Fouts, the Chargers' rookie
quarterback.
49ers 40, New Orleans 0
John Brodie came off the
bench to throw a touchdown
pass late in the first half to
give San Francisco a 7-0 lead,
and 49ers went on to turn the
game into a rout.
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Racers Come Alive In
Last Quarter To Spoil- ucanneers Homecoming
•

By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. *A- •
With super-quarterback Alan
e`
btf
•
"10 r •'
Chadwick leading the way, East
Tennessee was shoveling the
final scoops of dirt onto
powerless Murray State... until
the entombed Racers shellshocked the Buccaneers with
two quick scores and rose from
4
the dead for a 20-14 win.
Needless to say, the sudden
turnabout by NM completely
spoiled the gala homecoming
ceremonies for the Buc 7,831
crowd that packed Memorial
Stadium in the shadows of the
colorful Smokey Mountains.
It made the long trip worthwhile for Coach
Bill
Furgerson's Racers as their
overall record improved to 5-10. And a couple of hours later,
roselelleellifts
their new 3-1-0 slate in the OVC
MURRAY STATE SPEEDSTER Don Clayton IS following guard Rodney Pickering around end in
was good for second place alone
Racers victory over East Tennessee Saturday.
with Morehead State as
(Photo By Ray Bowman
weekend action eliminate two
other clubs who had been from his own 24 to the 39. Then,
showing in the final quarter it almost ever total after the game
jammed in the number two slot. Pandolfi hit running back Engel
was Murray on the short side of except the two that counted the
Fumbles, an old Murray for a 32 yarder to spot the ball at
a 14-6 scoreboard.
most: fumbles and scoring.
enemy, caused the downfall of the ETSU 28. The RUC defense
But
the Racers soon ETSU had a total 324 yards
ETSU as the Bucs lost three big got sticky for the Racers as they changed
that!
offense
197 rushing, 131
ones, two of which went for the were able to get only five yards
Getting the ball with 10:34 left passing), 21 first downs, and a
Racer scores.
in three tries and turned to the to go, MSU could only move 57 percent passing completion
Sophomore defensive end accurate toe of Wright to put nine yards
in three downs and figure ( 13-23 and one inMatt Schappert turned out to be them with
four, 7-3, with 4:51 was forced to punt. Steve terception). Murray. managed
the defensive star of the second left in the first period.
Martin, who led in the game 289 total yards 168 on the
half when he recovered an East
Wady in the seconthperiod, with a good
average on ground,121 - passing), 16 first
misque by fullback Nat Cherry Wright put what was to be the three
boots, rill off a long downs,and a 38 percent passing
with just over five minutes left only Racer scoring effort of the one to
the East 25 where fresh- average t eight-21).
in the game and the Bucs with a first half through the uprights man
tailback Pierre Harshaw
Clayton was by far the
seemingly insurmountable 14-12 when he boomed another goal, bobbled
the kick and Don
lead.
this one traveling 46 yards to Deicken recovered. Pandolfi leading rusher in the battle with
his 127 yards- in 28 carries in
But powerful Racer running put MSU down by only one, 7-6, then pulled the
trigger to Engel another
outstanding effort. His
back Don Clayton, who led the with 14:04 left in the quarter. who caught the
ball on the 12
OVC in rushing with a 1441 yard
An apparent Racer touch- and was pulled down at the ten. output for six games thus far
this season now stands at a
per game average going into the down on a nine yard pass from
Seconds later, the Pandolfiwhopping 825, which should still
clash, changed any plans for Pandolfi to tight end Bill Farrell Farrell combo
which earlier be enough for him
to continue
wild celebrations by old grads in the end zone was ruled in- had been
disallowed put MSU leading
the league.
after the afternoon game!
complete when an official ruled within two, 14-12, as the ten yard
Chadwick compiled his usual
Starting on the ETSU 45 yard that Farrell had dropped the aerial found its mark
in the end fine showing dispite being
line, he gained 35 of the total ball in the midst of the Buc
zone. The two-point conversion injured
late in the game and not
Murray yards in the scoring defenders and then picked it up attempt was just over Engel's
playing until the final two
march. Blasting through the again. After a 15 penalty arms and the
ETSU crowd
middle line of the Buds almost whistled when the Racers thought victory was theirs minutes with a taped ankle. His
131 total yards puts him over the
at will, he climaxed the effort protested the call, Wright
slim.. but theirs.
1,000 mark in total offense with
with a spectacular 13 yard scored to ease the situation.
The crusher came the next
1,105 gained in six contests.
gallop off right tackle for the
The remainder of the quarter time the Bucs had the ball.
Engel was the leading pass
touchdown, going over standing was an exchange duel with both
Chadwick was hit as he pitched
receiver in the game with 52
up and waving his arms.
squads having scoring op- out on an option play. When he
yards in three grabs and was
Quarterback Torn Pandolfi portunity, but failing to got up limping, half of
the
followed by teammate Willie
fired a pass to Jim Engel for the capitalize. ETSU attempted a 43 Memorial
drew
crowd
Stadium
DeLoach who added 41 yards in
icing of the victory and put the yard field goal which fell short
its breath in sharply... and three
•final margin at 20-14.
attempts.
and then MSU tried one from never uttered a word as he was
Next Saha day at -2-part Do not be misled, however, the 29 which was off to
the right helped to the sidelines.
Murray State returns to Roy
because the early going and no good.
Reserve quarterback Lee
Stewart Stadium for the first
belonged solely to the Bucs, who
Pandolfi was nearly a one •Trawich was tabbed to fill
time in nearly a month. The
took the opening kickoff and man
show in the third Chadwick's shoes and four
Racers meet OVC foe Eastern
methodically marched 85 yards periodh., opening series
for MSU plays later, Cherry fumbled
Kentucky (5-2-0 overall, 2-2-0 in
to score in 14 plays.
as he fired five passes, com- going off right tackle and MSU
league play) for the MSU 1973
Chadwick appeared to be the pleted three, had his receivers
had the break it had been
homecoming clash.'
closest thing allowed by law to a miss the play twice, and handed
waiting for!
professional quarterback in off once to move from his own 38
3..3..0..14-20
Murray State, ironically, Murray State
college as he fired for 28 yards to the ETSU 25. The drive
7..0 0 .7-14
ended wound up on the short end of East Tenn.
on the first two plays of the
in disappointment, however,
game. Combining his own as Wright's attempted field goal
sprinting with that of senior boot was short and the Racers
tailback Greg
Stubbs and were still down 7-6 with 9:57 to
junior fullback Steve Daffron, go in the third.
Slare's good naius for you' Esclusire new ''hord toss- SYNA-CLEAlt Decongestant
tablets oct intently and confinuaedY to cited. ,,Ad defo an AosoTietot <ood,,
he had six points on the board
o
One To, co," tablet ryes you ire to II bows relief front pain and prem., of
When a fruitless drive had
with 10:06 left in the first canto
congestice. Monts you to breath* goody-stops watery •ytts ond runny nose. You
Racers
punt,
the
forced
to
con buy SYNA•CLEAll AT
when Daffron bulled over right
Holland Drug •••••‘• •••• l‘•• PtosoiPTioo
Sefisfocaort gearan000d by Rooker. Try 4 tadey!
Chadwick
later
tackle for the score. John Rauch minutes
then booted the first of his two engineered the final Buc
Introductory
successful conversions and scoring march which at the
Offer Worth
time seemed to be Murray's
IbU led 7-0.
Cut aid this .d-tal, to sto, lislod. Purchase or, pa, of SYNA-ClEAR
ortd
own
from
Going
his
blow.
fatal
The Racers then advanced
rect.:,
SYNA•CaAlt I 2•Pack
the football 47 yards in nine 43, he moved ETSU to the one
"Now available
PRUVO Cough Syrup from
plays, but had to settle for a 29 where Daffron notched his
the SYNA-CLEAR people."
score
second
with
and
13:45
yard field goal by specialist Don
Wright. Clayton carried the
first three series of plays for
Murray and moved 'the ball

,
• 't

• -••• •

Q

1-iettplitv-r

SINUS SUFFERERS

DI. TOI•

consider it as the guttiest team
the way they've played football," he added.
Linebacker Jim LeMaster
was considerably upset at the
loss to ISIJ: "We just should
have won; we really should
have had them," he said.
Each team gave away a
touchdown early in the game,
Kentucky messing up the opening kick-off to set ISU in position and the Tigers fumbling
near their goal-line to give Kentucky a tying touchdown.
But the score that counted
came in the fourth quarter
when the officials ruled that
safety Robert Dow was hit
after signaling for a fair catch,
giving Kentucky a 15-yard penalty.
•
Films of the game showed
Dow gave no such signal, but
the ruling stands.
The penalty gave MU possession on its 39-yard-line and,
after a close call on a firstdown decision, the Tigers
marched in for a score, with
Richard Romain carrying the
ball the final nine yards to seal
Kentucky's defeat.
Meantime, however, Kentucky's next opponent, Georgia,
dropped an 18-14 decision to
Vanderbilt and that only riii1111the Bulldogs might be mad. "There may be mad Bulldogs," Curd said, "but they're
going to run into mad Wildcats.
Truly, now, this is a 10-team
conference. All of a sudden it's
a whole new league."

Two Murray
Girls Named
Cheerleaders
Miss Gale Broach and Miss
Vicki Pat Lamb, both of
Calloway County, have been
elected
freshman
as
cheerleaders at Murray State
University for 1973-74.
The two girls were varsity
cheerleaders at Calloway
County High School where they
graduated in the class of 1973.
Miss Broach is the daughter of
Mr.and Mrs. Ray Broach of
Murray Route One and Miss
Lamb is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat Lamb of Hazel
Route Three.
as
Others
named
cheerleaders were Cathy
Thompson, Benton, Vicki
Harned, Leitchfield, Sherry
Holthouser, Louisville. Darey
Evnifirflife,
Donne Gnibbe,- Visa- Grove,
Bruce Long, Centralia, HI., Phil
Hoppe, Pittsburgh, Eddie
Skaggs, Paducah, Terry Reid,
Thalmon,
Fulton,
Mike
Arlington Heights, Ill., and
Allen Musto, Nashville.

trLAL
entudiy

Kentucky is a great place to take a weekend
"mini-vacation." And as winter settles in,
reduced rates in nine State Resort Parks
make it easy to take the entire family.

$8 single $12 double
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Urbie Green, Cartoon Characters To
Highlight Homecoming Halftime Gala
Jazz trombonist Urbie Green
and a menagerie of animated
cartoon characters are among
the entertainment highlights
scheduled for halftime of the
Homecoming Day football
game at
Murray State
University Saturday, Oct. 27.
Green, who has 25 record
albums to his credit, has
received the Downbeat International Critics Award for
"new jazz star." He has performed with Benny Goodman,
Gene Krupa, Tommy Dorsey,
Woody Herman, Tony Bennett,
Peggy Lee and Frank Sinatra,
among others.
Urble Green
Primarily engaged now in
free-lance recording work in visit with children in the
New York,Green has been most stadium area.
Another feature of the halfactive recently doing campus
clinics and concerts. He will time show will be the playing of
play Hoagy Cartnichel's im- "Bluegrass March," which was
mortal "Stardust" with the written by the composer of
Marching Thoroughbred Band Murray State's "Fight Song,"
and then an arrangement by Conn Linn Humphries. HumTommy Newsom of the Tonight phries and members of Murray
Show Orchestra entitled "The State's first college band will be
Green Bee"—a jazz rendition of on hand for the show.
The 155-member Marching
"Flight of the Bumblebee"—in
the show in new Roy Stewart Thoroughbred Band will be
performing during the halftime
Stadium.
show
for the seventh time this
The cartoon characters from
Hanna -Barbera Productions season, having presented shows
include the Banana Splits— at three previous home football
Fleegle, Bingo, Drooper and games,a show at Martin, Tenn.,
Snorky—Scooby-Doo and the and performances for the First
Hair-Bear Bunch, along with District Education Association
several
animals from the and the Kentucky Music
movie "Charlotte's Web." They Educators Regional Marching
are on leave from Kings' Island Band Festival.
Leading the band for
in Cincinnati.
the Homecoming Day program
During the halftime'show the
v#11 be Mike Longeo, drum
cartoon characters will release
major, and John Goode,
2,00Q. rti.colored ballons.
assistant drum major. They will
Following halftime they will
be an essential ingredient of the

band's new double corner entrance to the music of "Entry to
the Coliseum."
In addition to their appearances at the halftime show
on Homecoming Day, Green
and Scooby-Doo will be involved in other Homecoming
activities. Green will play with
the Phi Mu Alpha Men of Note
in an 8 p.m. concert in Lovett
Auditorium on Homecoming
Day eve and Scooby-Doo will
march in the parade to begin on
the campus at 9:30 az. on
Homecoming Day.
The kickoff for the football
game between Mw-ray State
and
Eastern
Kentucky
University is scheduled for 2
p.m.

Four Charged
In Shoplifting
Ring, Paducah

Big M Meeting To
Be Held Tonight
The Big M Club will hold its
regular weekly meeting tonight
at 6:30 at the Triangle Inn.-- --Guests at the meeting will be.
several outstanding MSU
football players and Coach Bill
Furgerson will go over the.
highlights of Saturday's game.
All Big M Club members are
urged to attend, a spokesman
said, and plans for the
homecoming next Saturday will
also be made.
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First Student Council President House Has
To Preside at SO Reunion Dinner Impeachment
Responsibility

Dr. Cecil Gentry of Miami,
Fla., president - of -The first
student council at Murray State
University, will preside during
a Student Organization Reunion
Ainner on the campus as a part
of the Homecoming celebration
Oct. 26-27.
Scheduled at 5:30 p.m. on
Friday, Oct. 26, the dinner
program in the ballroom of the
Waterfield Student Union
Building will include remarks
from a representative of each
decade since the first council
was created in 1936.
Gentry, a 1937 graduate and
now director of the Storrnfury
Hurricane
Research
Laboratory of the U.S.
Department of Commerce in
Miami, will introduce the
following people who will trace
the history of the Student
Organization:
—W. Russell McCracken of
Ormand Beach, Fla., class of
'36, an organizer of the effort to
create a Student Organization
and chairman of the constitutional committee.
—John R. Underwood of
Paris, Tenn., class of '46,
president of the Student
Organization during the 1945-46
school year.
—Bill Wells of Murray, class
of '59, president of the Student
Organization during the 1958-59
school year.
—Calloway County Attorney
Sid Easley, class of '62,
president of the Student
Organization during the 1961-62
school year.
—David Curtis of LaCenter,
senior president of the current
Student Government
Assuciation.

The dinner and program,
jointly sponsored by the Murray
State Alumni Association and
the 1973-74 Student Government
Association, will also include a
tribute to past and present
members of the Student
Organization by Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Murray
State president.
Closing remarks will be made
by
William
Logan
of
.Madisonville, class of '56 and
current president of the Alumni
Association, and Sam Boyd
Neely of Mayfield, class of '37,
will offer the invocation.
Members of the committee
which organized the reunion
dinner are Ron Beshear, Mancil
J. Vinson and John Yates, all of
Murray, and Curtis.

PADUCAH,Ky.(AP) — PreWASHINGTON (AP) — The
liminary hearing will be held
Constitution gives the House
the responsibility to initiate imThursday for four persons
charged in connection with
peachment of a president, the
what local officials say may be
Senate to act as a jury and the
a nationwide shoplifting ring.
chief justice of the Supreme
The four, all residents of
Court to serve as presiding offiMemphis, Tenn.,,are being held
cer. Article II of the Conin the McCracken County Jail
stitution states: "The Presipending the appearance in
dent, the vice president and all
county court.
other civil officers of the
Sheriff John T. Rogers said
United States shall be removed
the three women and a man
from office on impeachment
were charged Friday night
for, and conviction of, treason,
(Continued from Page 1)
after officers found about $2,000 one year.
bribery or other high crimes
Only students. who
Worth of merchandise, mostly have earned the State
and misdemeanors."
Farmer
women's clothing, in a motel Degree are eligible
Conviction means removal
for the
room here.
from office and disqualification
American Farmer Degree.
Rogers said the ring was befrom future offices. Any subIn addition to having earned
lieved to have been supplying the State Farmer
sequent penalties are assessed
Degree,
clothing to a store in Memphis. candidates
under the normal judicial procfor the American
He said a Memphis man was Farmer Degree must
ess of indictment and trial.
have been
being held in that city in con- active members
The House can enact an imof the FFA
nection with the thefts.
peachment resolution by a
continuously for at least three
Rogers said he believed the years. They must
simple majority but the Senhave a record
ring had operated in five states of participa
ate's verdict after trial requires
tion in local and
Murray area residents will and Washington, D.C. He said state FFA activities and they
agreement of two-thirds of the
get a preview of what the Nash- he found bus insurance receipts must have completed all of the
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. (AP) senators.
ville Symphony sounds like, indicating more than 150 vocational agriculture inThe only impeachment action
— A Logan County grand jury
before the Symphony comes to pounds of clothing was sent struction offered in their high
will consider Tuesday the cases brought against a president,
from
Washingt
on to Memphis school. Candidates must have
Murray in November, when the
of four men charged in con- Andrew Johnson in 1868, fell
group appears tonight, at seven and 92 pounds from Lexington, been out of high school for at
nection with a major marijuana one vote short of approval in
p.m. on NBC in the last Ky., to Memphis.
least a year and must have in
seizure in Logan County earlier the Senate.
Arrested were Hattie B. Dai- operatio
segment of the program enA 718-page volume recounting
n, an outstanding
this month.
ley, 26, June Sanders, 52, and supervis
titled, "Timex
the history of U.S. impeachPresents
ed
farming
or
'Two
men,
Henry
Noe,
50,
and
Urusela Dentley, about 23, all agribus
American Music.
iness occupation
Henry Noe Jr., 25, were ar- ment proceedings was prepared
The Nashville Symphony will charged with grand larceny, program. American Farmer
rested the same day State Po- by the House Judiciary Combe appearing in Murray at and Terry Moore, about 27, applicants must have earned at
lice and county officials dis- mittee amidst the investigaLovett Auditorium on the charged with aiding and abet- least $1,000 by their own efforts
covered marijuana planted be- tions of the Watergate break-in
ting
grand
larceny.
MU. campus on Sunday,
through their occupational
tween the rows of a 50-acre and former Vice President
The charges listed thefts experience
November 18 at 3:30 p.m. under
program and must
corn field on a farm near here. Spiro T. Agnew's activities.
the auspices of the Murray from the Rosenfield Ladies have their earnings producCommittee Chairman Peter
Officers also confiscated 35
Store
in
Paducah
, although Ro- tively invested or deposited in a
Civic Music Association.
W. Rodino, D-N.J., said the volbags,
containin
15
g
pounds
of
All those holding Civic Music gers said it was believed that bank. Finally, the American
processed marijuana each, in a ume, available to the public
memberships and all M.S.U. some of the merchandise con- Farmer candidates must have
nearby barn and a similar from the Government Printing
fiscated
at
the
motel
also came demonstrated--- -eutstanding
students with I.D. cards will be
amount of the unprocessed Office for $4.40, was compiled
from other area stores.
admitted to the tom-eit.
ability through their leadership
largely from materials scatdrug.
and cooperation in student,
State Police said at the time tered among various libraries
chapter and community acthat the haul could have a and sometimes out of print for
ON YETERAti5 DAL( I ALILIAL(5
TkEN I 60 OVER "TO SILL
SILL WAS ALWA45 JEALOUS
tivities. They must have a
street
-sale value of up to $5 more than a century.
PVT OH NW *II<VJACKEY,.
MAULDIN'S kOUSE AND GANEF
BECAUSE I MADE.T/ST(EFOKE
satisfactory scholarship record
million.
tContinued from Pagej)
A FEW ROOT
HE DIP!
as certified by the local school
The other men, Jesse Batey
said he was "surprised and dissuperintendent or principal.
and Carl Baldwin, both of Loappointed
by
the
abrupt
and gan County, were
- --Each American Farmer
4Continaed from Page 1
arrested last
Degree recipient is presented a dramatic action." He said im- week. All four are
charged
with
held
by the U.S. Circuit Court
gold key and certificate by the peachment was only a possi- violation of the Kentucky
Con- of Appeals, and Nixon declined
bility
a
few
weeks
ago,
but
said trolled Substances
Future Farmers of America.
Act of 1972. to seek a Supreme Court reRecipients who attend the "I would have to change it They are free on
bond.
view before the order went into
Convention are presented a around to a probability." He
Officers permitted the elder effect at the end of the week.
check from the Future Farmers added that impeachment would Noe, manager
of the farm
Sirica, who is out of the city
of America Foundation to help be "traumatic for Nixon, Con- where the marijuan
BEFORE I GO, viitiSPER
a was until Tuesday, directed his staff
gress and the American people.
pay
their
travel
expenses
.
Two5E THREE SWEET
found, to harvest the corn last to research alternatives for his
Republican Rep. Gene Snyder
The National FFA Convention
LITTLE
week on the condition the mari- next step, which could include
of
Jefferson
town
said he juana would
is an annual event of the Future
WORDS IN
be plowed up also. holding the President in conPartners of America and is thought "there will very likely
State Police Detective G. C. tempt of court.
carried out in cooperation with be a move" in the direction of McMillen said
the marijuana
Meanwhile, a spoketnuin for
the U.S. Office of Education, of impeachment. "I am going to was removed by
Tuesday and Cox's 80-member special prosethe Department of Health, attempt to be responsive to most of it
destroyed.
cution force, announced that
Education, and Welfare. This what the people I represent
the
team was determined to
want,"
he
said.
year over 14,000 FFA members,
carry on under the mantle of
Democratic Rep. John Brevocational agricult4ire
• • a
the Justice Department and
teachers, parents, and guests cidnridge rrfr—Lexington said
would show up fee work Tueswhat
_Nixon
has
done
is
(Csolbu
to
"inare taking part in the 46th
id tram Page 1)
day without Caz,---But whether
trude himself on judicial proceNational FFA Convention.
day after an emergency Sunday the force will be allowed to
reThe Convention is conducted dure" and that the compromise night
meeting.It called for the main apparently is up to Bork,
.entire1by student members all he proposed is "wholly unac- in-place
cease-fire 12 hours who is to announce the future
between the ages of 14 and 21. teptabIe to the prosecutor and after
its adoption at 12:49 a.m. of the Watergate probe 'TuesThe six National FFA Officers certainly for me and I don't EDT.
day.
take charge of all business care what Sen. ( John Stennis
In addition to a halt in me
There were reports of possessions and 115 official thinks..."
fighting, the resolution calls on
sible mass resignations at the
Earlier Gov. Wendell Ford
delegates
represent
the
the Arabs and Israelis for an
membership in voting on all said he believed the firing of immediate start toward imple- shaken Justice Department.
Outside of government, AFLCox
and
Ruckelsh
aus and the mentation of the
issues of business.
1967 council
In addition to the American designation of Atty. Gen. Elliott resolution on the Middle East CIO President George Meany
Farmer Degree many other .ichardson marked a "tragic and immediate negotiations for was reported ready to demand
the President's resignation or
FFA awards are presented turn of events."
a "just and durable peace in
Ford said the firing of Cox
impeachment and seek support
during the Convention. Contests
the Middle East."
from leaders of his 13.4-millionare held in dairy, livestock, showed that the appointment of
The 1967 resolution calls for
an
member unions for a congresindepend
ent
special
prose- Israel to withdraw
poultry, meats, milk quality
to "secure sional lobbying
campaign.
and dairy foods, public speak- cutor had been "fraudulent."
Sen. Walter Huddleston, D- boundaries" from the Arab terArnold Miller, president of
ing and agricultural mechanics.
ritories
it
occupied
in
the
1967
the 200,000-member United
Several guests speakers of Ky., said he was —surprised war. The Arabs contend
that Mine Workers of America,
telenational prominence address and shocked" at the develop- this means a withdraw
al from grarnmed House
Speaker Carl
the Convention audience and ments and said he was "ex- all occupied territory, while
the
Albert that "the American
entertainment is interspersed tremely disappointed."
"I think this action shows an Israelis have made clear that people have had enough" and
with the business. The Conthey
intend to hold on to certhat Nixon should be imvention is one of the largest unfortunate disregard for the tain areas that they
consider peached if he
pledges
that
were
refuses to resign.
originally
annual youth Conventions in the
necessar
y
to
give
them
secure
The Ripon Society, an organnation. It closes on Friday made regarding the role and boundaries.
ization of liberal Republicans
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meet
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estimate.
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National ping Center.
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South of Murray on Hwy 641. given. Phone collect 247typewriter distributor seeks
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VACANT-NICE large two FIREBIRD-1970. Excellent 8837.
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54. Free Column
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-TIMBER-LODGE of TennALUMINUM
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Pa.
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, FREE FIREWOOD, cut your
and concrete splash blocks.
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PONTIAC-1965 LeMans Sports Tennessee will do your stone own, all you want. Phone Benton
Murray Lumber Company, 104
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fresh
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Sigh
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Hanna
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FURNISHED SLEEPING room
442-3116.
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Company,753-8346
"Bring Your Radiator By"
with bath and refrigerator, MUSTANG-1966,red. Clean. See
private entrance. Also adjustable at 408 South 8th Street.
DINE= SET, Table with four
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Home
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condition
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NOW
CALL
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p.m.
bedrooms, carpeted, air con. For Rent Or lease
'G.E. RECORD player and stereo ditioned, duo-matic washer,
sale. Lay away for Christmas utility house, storm windows, BEDROOM house, unfurnished.
now. Model V-211, Regular complete furnishings including $75.00 per month. In Coldwater.
$18.95-sale price $16.88. Model linens, dishes, etc $3900.00. For information phone 489-2637.
V-639, Regular 834.95-sale price Phone 753-7489, 753-8640 or collect
City of Murray property taxes are due. A ten per cent
Model V-936, Regular 395-4643.
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City
electric
the
trailer,
in
Clerk
two bedroom
$79.95-sale price $59 88. Roby
shots.
heat and air conditioned. Phone weeks old. Dewormed,
open each Saturday in October from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, 492-8892 after 7:00 p.m.
$50.00. Phone 753-5605.
Noon.
November2C
Kentucky.
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HEATER SERVICE
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TUESDAY NIGHT br--

CATFISH NIGHT
All You Can fat

For the regular menu price of our -Large Dinner

•

For the convenience of the Citizens of
--Murray arid Calioway County . .

HOUSE FULL of furniture, good
condition. Reason for selling,
bought mobile home. Phone 7535807 or may be seen at 403 South
,
•1 2th • -Strelt..

The Land Fill Hours
7.4 Monday thru Friday
7-12 Noon Saturday
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Starting September 1, 1973

Will Be From:

A-FARMALL Tractor with plow,
disc and cultivator. Excellent
condition. Phone 753-1795 before
5:00 p m. or 901-247-3775 after
5:30 p.m.

$255

UNIVERSITY DAY CARE CENTER
- Across From MSU Library -- • - •Days-7534/99. Mights-447.8 .
:..we still have a limiainiint?er of openings for stuctenti,
aps 2,to school
7 a.m. tO 5:30 p.m ,5 aays a week(Mersday thru Friday)
Breakfast-Hot LunChes-Afters Snack
Planned Learning 1Pregrams

Mrs. Jack (Willy) Ward, Operator

If your appetite is regular our Regular Dinner is '2.19.
"Theres A Lot 0 Goild'FOW at the

TRIANGLE MIN"

\ia
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Deaths and Nixon's First Defense
Conduct May.Come.
.Fiiiierals
Tuesday Before Silica
Mrs. Nettie Cates
Dies At Her Home
Mrs. Bettie Ellen Cates, 66,
died at 12:45 a.m. Friday at her
home at Sedalia.
Survivors
include
her
husband, Dewey Cates; two
suns, Vernon R. Cates of
Sedalia, and Robert Earl Cates
of Mayfield Rt. 7; two halfbrothers, James Henson of
Sedalia and R.G. Henson of
Kirksey; a sister, Mrs. Lucille
Badgett of Monroe, Mich.; a
half-sister, Mrs. Iva Holland,
'Mae
— of Michigan; six grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Saturday at four p.m. at Byrn
Funeral Home in.Mayfield with
Rev. H.M. Suthard officiating.
Burial was in the Highland Park
Cemetery.
Pallbearers
were
J.0.
Dobson, Kenneth Dobson, Bill
Barber, Harlon Malone, Harmon Jones and Charles Henson.

Funeral Services
Held At Church
For Clyde Jones

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon's first lagal-delense
of his conduct in his IVatagabe
tapes crisis may come Tuesday
before U.S. District Judge John
J. Sirica.
.As for Nixon's response to
mounting talk of impeachment
among Congress members, be
continues to review his options
with key advisers.
Special White House Counsel
J. Fred Buzhardt said in an interview Sunday that the tapes
case is now back in Sirica's
court, rather than in the appeals court that ruled most
recently on the matter. Btahardt said that no White House
action in Sirica's court was
likely before Tuesday
"I'm not sure precisely how
well go in. We're working on
that," he said.
The President, in announcing
Friday he would ignore court
orders calling on him to surrender tapes of Watergate-related
conversations, said he would
prepare a summary that would
be in keeping with the spirit of
court rulings.
Impeachment talk increased

Six Persons
Injured In
Accident Here

Funeral services for Clyde L.
Jones, 1302 Farris Avenue,
Murray, Watkins dealer for
Calloway County since 1937,
were held Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
at the First Christian Church
Six persons were injured in an
with Dr. David C. Roos of- accident
Saturday nine miles
ficiating.
east of Murray on Highway 94.
Active pallbearers were
Trooper James Barnett, who
Frank Roberts, Eugene Scott, investig
ated the accident, was
Rupert Parts, William Grogan, not
available for information
Lyle Underwood, and Earl this morning
, but
reports
Nanny. Honorary groups were gained
from the Kentucky State
- members of the Men's Bible Police
at Mayfield and the
Class and the Board of the First Murray
-Calloway County
Christian Church.
Hoapital listed the following
Interment was in the Murray persons
injured:
City Cemetery with the
—Jim McKetairee, Route One
arrangements by the Blalock- Dexter,
treated and released for
Coleman Funeral Home.
abrasions.
Mr. Jones, age 71, died
—Irene I3izzle, Route One,
suddenly Friday at 7:50 a.m. at Dexter,
treated and released for
his home. He was a member of lacerati
ons.
the First Christian Church
—Inez McKendree, lacerawhere he served as a deacon. tions and contusions,
admitted
He and his wife, the former and released Sunday
from the
Jewel Williams who survives, hospital.
were married March 28, 1925.
—Zadie Matroff, Route One
Survivors include his wife, Dexter,
treated and released for
Mrs. Jones of Murray, and me
lacerations .
daughter,
Mrs.
Harold
—Nellie Hays, multiple
(Rosemary Prow, big am
contusions, treated
and
law, Mr. Prow, and two-grandreleased.
—
children, Stacey Lynn Prow and
—Gloria lilkLaughlin, adHarold Wayne Prow, k., St.
mitted for psollblitdiest injury,
Louis, Mo.
in satiated's,•coadition this
morning.

Honor Rolls Reieased For
County Elementary Schools

sharply after Nixon fired Watergate special prosecutor Archibald Cox Saturday. The
President's action came after
Cox indicated he would seek a
court ruling holding the President in contempt for violation
of the earlier ruling
Elliot L. Richardson resigned
as attorney general and his
deputy, William D. Ruckelshaus, was fired because they
would not carry out Nixon's order to fire Cox.

Presidential aides indicated it
was unlikely Nixon Would make
a television-radio address today
on the subject_ They also discounted the possibility that he
might elect to make a dramatic
appearance before a joint session of Congress when the Senate and House return Tuesday
from a long Veterans Day
weekend
Just what type of public response he would make, or in
what form, was left in doubt.

DR. MEM D. CAVE, vrIll he
see of the Wasisuaries towel&
at the War* ltillashem Camference to be held in the Baptist
Churches is Callaway and
Marshall Counties during the
week of November 4-11 Dr.
Cave, professor at international
Baptist Theological Seminary
and pastor of a church at
Buenas Aires, Argentina South
America, was appointed a
missionary in 1991. He is a
native of Williamston. S.C., was
a pastor in Washington, D.C.,
for three years, and is married
with three children

Year-Round Daylight Savings
Proposed As Energy Crisis Aid

-.year

By DAVID C. MARTIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — The
prospect of widespread fuel
shortages has given new currency to an old idea
round daylight savings time.
But it's not likely anyone will
be able to sell it in time for the
coming winter.
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has pitted city dwellers against
country folk. Urbanites like the
idia of walking or driving
home in the relative safety of
daylight while farmers complain that DST, particularly
during the winter months,
forces them to do their morning
chores in pitch darkness.

The honor rolls for the first
six weeks grading period have
been Miami by the principals
of the di county elementary
schools.
Alas
Fourth Grade—Michael Bell,
Derma Conner, Diana Dixon,
Keith Edwards, Rachel Lamb,
Phillip Orr, Kirk Starks, David
Storn, Angela Thweatt, Jeffery
Thorn,
Gay Woodall, Scott Wyatt,
Terry Bourland, John Cathey,
Kri.sty Clark, Kenneth Coursey,
Kim Farley, Adam Galloway,
Kevin
Hopkins, Tammy
Prescott, Robert Schroader,
Carol Taylor.
Fifth Grade—Regina Bynum,
Cornelia Jackson, Jeffrey
Ramsey, Terressa Stuckey,
Donna Swift, Darlene Walker,
Monica Brown, Jena Hoke,
Karen McKinney, Sheila
Rutland, Cheryl Scott, Marty
Wyatt,
Sixth
Grade—Brigette
Bynum, Michael Dillion,
Donald Duncan, Tammy
Frankhooser, Debra Pritchett,
Roger Scott, David Thorn,
Shannon Knight, Lisha Bucy,
Timothy Feltner, Timothy
Graham, Cynthia Hutson,
Renee Pridemore, Sherri
Roberson, Karon Walker,
Sharon Walker, Sherri Wilson.
Seveith
Grade—Howard
Garland, Lesa Hoke, Kevin
Pritchett, Tommy Boggess,
Johnna Brandon, Charlotte
Courser,
LaDon Dowdy, Renee Edwards, Renee McDougal,
Francie Outland, Kim Starks,
Teresa Steen, Terry Tucker,
Kathy Walker.

Lassiter, Gene Lockhart,
Faxon
Sixty traffic accidents were
Tummy Miller,Garry Morris, investigated by the Kentucky
Fourth Grade—Randy
Brandon, Debra Farris, Bob Joe Beal Orr,Perry Sims, Mesa State Police in the Mayfield
Houghton, Ricky Houston, Walker, Becky Walls.
Post area during the week of
Shawn Jones, Rhanda Key,
October 15, to 21, according to
New Concord
Tonya McCuiston, Julia Miller,
Fourth Grade—Crystal Curd, Sgt. Walter Adcox of . the
Robert Miller, Stephen Turley, Billy Walker, Joey
Zinkovich. Mayfield Post.
Lisa Turner, Jeanetta UnSgt. Adcox said thirty-eight
Grade
Fifth
—Tamm
y
derhill, Jene West, Jay Young, '
Davis,Cindy Johnson, Kim persons were reported injured
Carla Barnett, Janice Chaney,
in the accidents, No fatalities
Tammy Conaway, Patsy -Weatherford.
were reported, but the
Grade—
Shah
Mary
Wagoner
,
Crawford, Jill Darnell, Christi
total deaths for the year due to
Melissa
Brinkley, Lesley
Hale.
accidents is 63 as compared to
Herndon
,
Peggy
Sales,
Joyce
Fifth Grade—Margie Un67 this time Last year.
derhill, Tony Wilkerson, Karen Stephens
The state police in the area
Seventh Grade—Anna
Tucker, Carmen Todd, Patti
issued 177 traffic citations,
Cooksey
Tammy
,
Lax,
Ellen
Ross, Candy Maddox, Aleeah
arrested 14 for driving while
Lamb, Pamela Knipp, Joel Mahan, Kenneth McCuiston, intoxicated, wrote 117
warLinda Carol McCuiston, Debbra
Herndon, Marilyn Hendrix,
nings, opened four criminal
Smith,
Billy
Vincent,
Mary
Ann
Lone Hale, Brenda Edinvestigations with three
monson, Keith Baker, Tammi Winchester.
crimina
l arrests being made,
Eighth Grade—Truman
Bogard, Eddie Boggess, Earl
and presented five safety
Anderso
n,
Brinkley
John
Pat
,
Brown, Karen Byerly, Kathy
education programs to schools
Brim, Lori Ctuirlton, Roger Cunningham, Lenna Duke, and civic clubs during the
past
Colson, Gene Dowdy, Lisa Laura Jarrett, Nix Ann Osborn. week, St. Adcox
said.
Hazel
Garland.
Fifth grade—Roger Guthrie,
Sixth Grade—Mary Elkins,
Gary
Emerson,
Rhonda Mickey Hutson, Kim Erwin,
Garland, Rose Herndon, Rocky Tammy Garland, Lori Osborn, Brownie & Girl Scout
Mitchell, Penny Overby, Keith Roach, and Krista
Troops Plan For Party
Sandra 'Thompson, Anita Un- Stanley.
Sixth grade—Lori Buchanan,
derhill, Thomas Jones, Cathy
The Brownie and Girl Scouts
Susan
Byars,
Jones,
Thomas
Troops of the Murray NeighMark Miller, Jackie Miller, Gearheart, Keisha Lassiter,
borhood will have a Halloween
Laura Morgan, Tina Sheppard, Danny Paschall, Benny Stubparty on Thursday, October 25,
Teresa
Tucker, Townya blefield, and Rhonda Wilson.
Seventh grade—Teresa from four to five p.m. at the Girl
West,Jennifer Williams, Jamie
Wilson,
Conde Stubblefield, Scout cabin in the Murray City
Barnett, Ron Childress, Ken
Park on Sharpe Street.
Cohoon, Donald Cohoon, Regina Terry Paschall, Shelia Phillips,
All girls are to come in
Ricky Garland, and Debbie
Cunningham.
costume and the admission will
Seventh Grade—Kim Miller
Eight grade—Gina Crabtree, be one cent for each year of the
Johnson, Mike Thomas, hfidry
Overby, Rose Ross, Tommie Shane Tidwell, Michael Irvin, person's age, according to a
Rudolph, Marion Adams, Carla Roach, and Rex Jackson. Scout spokesman.
Sharon Adams, Clara Chaney,
Ricky Cunningham, Mary
Denny.
Eighth Grade—Sheila Evans,
Paul Guy, Brenda Hicks, Ricky
Cherry, Robert Duke.

An extra hour of daylight at
the end of the short winter days
lUrksey
would cut down on the use of
Fourth Grade—Lonna Furr,
lighting, resulting in "substanMitzi McCallon, Keith Rogers,
tial energy savings," says Rep.
Fifth Grade—Scott Coleman,
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — A
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP
Silvio 0. Conte, R-Mass., the homeless derelict who
was The Oakland Athletics gave Regina Darnell, Debbie Hooks,
latest legislative champion of doused with gasoline
Outland,
and set Manager Dick Williams the Sheri
Richard
year-'round DST.
afire by four laughing teen- best going-away present of all Tremblay.
Sixth Grade—James Bibb,
But there are those, including agers managed to name one of Sunday, -defeating the New
the Nixon administration, who his attackers before he died, York Mets 5-2 behind home Tanuni Crouse, Laura Fones,
disagree, making passage of a police say. Charles Scales, 33, runs by Bert Campaneris and Kerry Lamb, Kathy,i.ovett,
year 'round DST bill during the was sleeping in an alley behind Reggie Jackson and winning Suzanne Smith. •
current session of Congress an abandoned building Satur- their second consecutive World
Seventh Grade—Kathy Black,
doubtful. The bill certainly will day Right with two other men Series. "My association with Guy Furr, Jimmy Joe Hale,
not be approved before every- when the boys, all about 15, the A's has been wonderful — Tammy
Locke,
Treasa
body sets their clocks back one poured gasoline on him and lit two World Series titles," Wil- McKinney, Jackie Parker,
hour on Oct U.
it, police said Sunday. Officers liams said as he announced he Dawn Sledd, Stephanie Wyatt.
Eighth Grade—Sheila DarThe Department of Trans-- said the youths also set fire to was leaving the team moments
portation recently concluded Emmett Spratling and tried to after the final out. The A's nell, Betty Easley, Karen
that "the institution of year burn the other man, who ran home rim bats, silenced for six Edwards, Nada Frazier, Dennis
'round daylight savings time away. The victims and the at- games by strong New York Green, Sandra Hale, Randy
would reduce nationwide de- tackers were black, a police pitching, broke loose with two McCallon, Jo Beth Norwood,
mand for electricity by not spokesman said. No arrests had homers in the third inning to Suzanne Cfrten, Patricia
drive in four runs, all the A's Parrish,
more thah one to two per been made late Sunday.
Pam Pierce, Connie Smith,
needed.
cent'
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.( AP) —
Kim Smith, Metzi Todd, Debra
DOT said, the demand for Leaders of organized labor,
Tucker, Gail Tucker, Rachel
anelectricity is principally de- gered by the firing of
Yancy.
special
pendent on electrical gadgets Watergate prosecutor Archibal
Lynn Grove
d
which are operated regardless Cox, today consider
ed calling
4Castlime5frau Page 1
of how bright the sun is shin- for the resignation or
Fourth Grade—Jenise Boyd,
Mrs. Cartha Trimble of president, the medallion
impeachbears ing.
Ralph Boyd Wear, formerly Kerry Compton, Melissa
ment of President Nixon. AFLHardin died Friday at 1:10 pm. his name and the date of his
The nation went
at the Long Term Care Unit of inauguration on the side opyear C10 President George Meany of Murray, will retire from the Farris, Patrice Fleming, Tony
'round DST in an effort to save called his executive council into printing business on November Jetton, David McMillen, Brad
the Benton Hospital. She was M posite the shield insignia.
Its
years of age
history as a symbol of authority electricity during World War II, emergency session today to de- 1. He has been with the Paducah Miller, Dannetta Morris,
but DOT noted that that was cide on a course of action for Sun-Democrat since 1948. Darrell Overby,Connie Travis,
The deceased was the widow dates back to biblical days.
of Elvis Trimble and was a
The mace will be carried at before electric toothbrushes the 13.4-million-member labor Before that he was with the David Lockhart,
and pencil sharpeners.
federation. Any action by the Murray Ledger and Times.
Fifth Grade—Lori Adams,
member of the Hardin Church the front of the academ
ic
Wear, son of the late Mr. and Karla Briggs, Mickey Butcouncil in the wake of the firing
of Christ.
procession by Miss Rubie
Great Britain tried it for
of Cox and Deputy Atty. Gen. Mrs. Linn Boyd Wear, Murray, terworth, Carita Chambers,
Survivors are two daughters, Smith, chairman of the three years ending in 1971 and
William D. Ruckelshaus and has been a machinist for the Renata Collins, David Conner,
Mrs. Cecil Lovett of Benton depctment of elementary found a reduction of nearly four
the resignation of Atty. Gen. Paducah newspaper since the Jeanna Cooper, Joyce Deering,
educati
on
and the 1973 per cent in the number of
Route Rout and Mrs. Robert
Mims of Benton Route One; Distinguished Professor of the serious traffic accidents. But Elliot I.. Richardson would go early 1950a and before that was Keith Ford, Danny Lamb,
before the 2,000 delegates at the a linotype operator.
Marty McCuiston, Danny Sims,
four grandchildren, Joe Boyd Year designated by the Alumni DOT said there is insufficient
federation's 10th biennial conThe former Murray man was Louis Zimmerman.
Mims, and Patsy Redden, Association.
data to enable it to determine
vention meeting here.
active in the work of the First
Sixth
Grade—Cathy
Made
Benton Route One, James L.
of
hand-carved whether similar results could
Christian Church and the Boy ,Crawford, Shirley Elkins,
Lovett, Benton Route Rout. and mahogany with a gilt handle, be achieved here..
DETROIT (AP) — United Scout organization while here. JoAnna Fleming, Tripp FurDiane Dean, Iceland; seven the 35-inch staff has an ocThe Department of Justice
Auto
Workers President Leon- He was Scoutmaster of Boy dies, Joy Kelso, Melissa Miller,
great grandchildren; one great tagonal head topped with a says there's no way of telling
torch flame shape. A polished what effect a later sunset ard Woodcock says his union Scout Troop 45 here and ac- Keith Overby, Meleah Paschall,
great grandchild.
will authorize a national strike companied some of the Scouts Kelly Pritchard, Mike Rogers,
Funeral services were held brass band around the top of would have on crime, although
of
the Ford Motor Co. for Fri- when they attended the Dale
Sheridan,
the
head is inscribed with the it suggested that would-be felRichard
Sunday at two p.m. at the
day if a contract agreement is National Boy Scout Jamboree in Smotherman.
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann name of the university.
ons might simply postpone
not
reached
France
today. If a 10 a.m.
in the late 40e.
Seventh
Grade—Beverly
Designed by the department their activities until a darker
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Friday strike were authorized,
Wear's father, Linn Boyd Ahart, Sandra Crittenden, Eric
Connie Wyatt and John L. Hicks of industrial education at hour.
negotiators would have until Wear, also a former employee Kelleher, Karol Kemp,
Murray,
officiating.
Jimmy
The problem of sending chilthe
mace
is
that deadline to reach agree- of the Ledger & Times, died In Key, Terry Lassite
prominen
r, Jerri
tly
dren
Nephews
to
school
served
displayed in the
as
while it's still ment on the
three-year pact. 1962. Linn Boyci Wear and his Lockhart, Sheila McKenzie,
pallbearers and burial was in president's office at the dark, could be eliminated by
The union must give Ford at father, W.O. Wear who died in Ginger Mitchell, Dale
university when it is not in use. starting classes an hour
Pace Cemetery at Hardin.
Orr,
or so least three days'
notice of can- 1921, once owned the Calloway Mike
Randolph,
In the Middle Ages, a mace law,DOT said.
Debbie
cellation
on the current pact, County
Times,
starting Thomason, Chuck Williams,
was a heavy, armor-breaking
The controversy traditionally which
has been extended since publication in 1871, which later Russ Wilson, Mark
club with a metal head, carried
Winchester.
it expired Sept. 14. Woodcock became the Times-Herald and
to protect the king. As the years
Eighth Grade—Tammie
said on Sunday that a strike, now the Ledger & Times.
passed it became increasingly
Calhoun, Cheryl Compton, Greg
which would involve about 185,decorative and evolved into a
Cooper, Regina Gentry, Denise
000 Ford workers in 28 states,
symbol of office.
Howard, Mike Howard, Kelvin
could be avoided although Ford
Hutson, Kim Kemp, Cindy
apparently has made no conPenny Lee Gibson, infant
MUNFORDVILLE, Ky.( AP)
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
— A young Hart Countian was cessions on the union's deWayne Gibson of Murray Route
killed when a shot was fired mands for voluntary overtime
Two,died Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
into a car in which he and and an-early retirement plan
Mrs. Lyndia Cochran, local
at the Benton Municipal
friends were riding in the for foundry workers.
dance instructor, attended the
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. Booneville communi
Hospital. The baby lived for
ty.
meeting of the Southern
MEMPHIS PATIENT
thirty-eight minutes after her (AP) — US. Rep. John BreFederal State Market News
Association of Dance Masters
Mrs V.O. Shelton of Murray
Authorities said the shot from
ckinridge was scheduled today
birth.
Service October 22. 1973
held at the Sheraton Peabody
Survivors are her, parents; to announce the new Frank a high-powered rifle Sunday aas scheduled to undergo
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Hotel, Memphis,Term.,over the
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Steely Library will be desig- night struck Ralph Williams iurgerY today at the Baptist
Market Report Includes Nine
weekend
Wemorial Hospital, Memphis,
.
Rayford Smith of Murray Route nated a federal depository for Jr., 21.
Buying Stations.
Mao attending the meeting
Two and Mrs. Ethel Tucker of government documents.
The. other occupants were Tenn. She is in Room 963. She
Receipts: Act. 991, Est. 500,
He was named the featured uninjured.
entered the hospital last week. were Mrs. Kay Beaman Taylor, Barrows
• Wright city, Mo.; great
and Gilts mostly 50
Suzanne
Mrs.
Faulk,
Miss Trina cents
"citrundpureir;Iblis. Ray.Szwith sneaker at v,soundbreaking cer-,
instance
s of 75 cents
A second shootirur at BooneNicks, Mias Debbie Dodd, Miss
of-Murzay Route Tweialiti Mr. emonies for tht $4.5 million ville
left a watress wounded.
FREE DMA 11*Irdtrir- larle Wages, Mtaa Sandra Stem,- higher, Sows steady to string.
andMrs. Malvin Gibson of structure
i.eMed fir com--- Female- pointer bird dug) Miss Sheila Foster. Miss Kathy US 866430?be
M.'25-43.513
pletion on the campus of NorthOfficers said a single shot
Union, Mo.
was found and the owner has not Harding. and Miss Debbie US 1-3200-240lbs. $42.75-4.125
Graveside rites were held this ern Kentucky Stati College in was filvd into a restauraaL,, respond
US 2-4240-250 lbs. 142-24-4
ed to an ad. The finder Cunningham
215
striking Nina Sturgeon in the
morning at 10:30 at the Temple May, 1775
US 3-4 260-2410 lbs. $41.7542.25
will give to anyone for a good
Cochran
Mrs.
was
recently' Sows
1,11 will be the fourth new *de'
Hill Cemetery with Rev. John
home. Also have two black elected to a one year term
as
Bradley officiating. The Max building constructed on the new, Two suspects were picked up male cats,
13650-3750
six months old, to board member and Mrs Faulk US 1-2 270-350 lbs
campus
here which opened two during the investigation but give
Churchill Funeral Home had
away. For Information call was appointed regional director US 1-3 350-650 lbs.
136.00-36.50
years ago
charge of the arrangements.
were not charged immediately. 753-9689
US
2-3 450-650 lbs. 835.0046.00
evenings.
of the state of Kentucky
Boars 130.00-32.00

Funeral Is Sunday
For Mrs. Trimble

Hart Countian Is
Killed By Gunshot

Northern Library
To Be Depository
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Dance Group Attends
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Purchase Area
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